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Two technologies, immersion and imprint lithography, represent important 

stepping stones for the development of the next generation of lithography tools.  

However, although the two approaches offer important advantages, both pose many 

significant technological challenges that must be overcome before they can be 

successfully implemented.  For imprint lithography, special care must be taken when 

choosing an etch barrier because studies have indicated that some physical material 

properties may be size dependent.  Additionally, regarding immersion lithography, proper 

image focus requires that the optical path length between the lens and substrate be 

maintained during the entire writing process.   

The work described in this document was undertaken to address the two 

challenges described above. A new mathematical model was developed and used in 

conjunction with AFM nano-indentation techniques to measure the elastic modulus of 
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adhesive, thin polymer films as a function of the film thickness.  It was found that the 

elastic modulus of the polymer tested did not change appreciably from the value 

determined using bulk measurement techniques in the thickness range probed.  

Additionally, a method for monitoring and controlling the optical path length within the 

gap of a nearly index-matching cavity based on coherent broadband interference was 

developed.  In this method, the spectrum reflected for a cavity illuminated with a mode-

locked Ti:Sapphire laser was collected and analyzed using Fourier techniques.  It was 

found that this method could determine the optical path length of the cavity, quickly and 

accurately enough to control a servo-based feedback system to correct deviations in the 

optical path length in real time when coupled with special computation techniques that 

minimized unnecessary operations.    
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

OPTICAL LITHOGRAPHY 

Optical lithography or photolithography has been the dominant semiconductor 

fabrication technique for over 40 years.  Advances in this technology, driven by increased 

consumer demand for electronics and the promise of reduced device costs, have created 

an explosion of cheap computation power evident in today’s electronics.  This trend is 

captured in Moore’s Law, an observation first made in 1965 by Intel co-founder Gordon 

E. Moore1, which states that the number of transistors that can be inexpensively placed on 

an integrated circuit is growing exponentially, doubling approximately every two years. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of Moore’s Law.  This observation states that the number of 
transistors that can be inexpensively placed on an integrated circuit doubles 
approximately every two years. 

                                                 
1 Moore, G.E., “Cramming More Components onto Integrated Circuits”, Electronics, 1965 Vol. 38, Num 8 
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Although originally an observation and short-term forecast, Moore’s Law, which 

is illustrated in Figure 1, has become an industry-wide benchmark for technological 

process.  The SEMATECH roadmap2, for example, has a two year cycle.  At several 

times during its long history, claims have been made that optical lithography was nearing 
 

 

Figure 2: The historical development of optical lithography tools.  As time past, 
innovative new techniques, such as scanning and shorter wavelength 
exposure sources, allowed optical lithography to print ever-shrinking 
features.3 

                                                 
2 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: http://public.itrs.net/ 
3 Bruning, J.H., “Optical Lithography – Thirty Years and Three Orders of Magnitude”, SPIE, 1997, Vol. 
3051, pp. 26 
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the end of its usefulness and that new, radically different technologies would have to 

emerge if Moore’s Law was to continue.  However, every time technological innovations 

have allowed optical lithography to retain its role in semiconductor manufacturing by 

making smaller and smaller features. 

As Figure 2 illustrates, optical lithography has changed significantly over the past 

50 years, but the basic principles have remained largely unaltered.  In the modern process 

a substrate, such as a silicon wafer, is coated with a polymer film known as a photoresist.  

Portions of the film are then exposed to narrow bandwidth UV radiation that is passed 
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Figure 3: Basic photolithographic process.  During the exposure step, electromagnetic 
radiation generates a solubility-switching reaction in portions of the 
photoresist.  If the resist is made insoluble, the process is called negative 
tone.  If the resist is made soluble, the process is called positive tone.4 

 

                                                 
4 Thompson, L.F., Willson, C.G., and M.J. Bowden, Introduction to Microlithography, 1989, American 
Chemical Society, Washington, DC.   
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through a partially chrome-plated quartz mask and focused with a lens system.  This 

exposure generates a solubility-switching reaction in the photoresist, rendering a portion 

of the film soluble in an aqueous base developer.  When the exposed regions of the film 

are rendered soluble, the resulting relief is called a positive tone image.  When the 

exposed regions become insoluble, the process is referred to as negative tone.  The 

remaining resist acts as an etch mask while the pattern is transferred into the underlying 

substrate before being stripped.5 
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Figure 4: Illustration of exposure through a mask and focusing by lens onto a wafer.6 

                                                 
5 Thompson, L.F., Willson, C.G., and  M.J. Bowden, Introduction to Microlithography. 1989, American 
Chemical Society, Washington, DC.  
6 Stewart, M.D., Patterson, K., Somervell, M.H., and C.G. Willson, J. Phys. Org. Chem., 2000, Vol. 13,  
pp. 767-774. 
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The resolution, R, of a photolithographic process is defined by the Rayleigh 

Equation,  
 

 
'A

k
n

kR
λ

θ
λ

11
sin

==  (1.1) 

where k1 is known as the Rayleigh coefficient, λ is the vacuum wavelength of the 

exposing radiation, n is the index of refraction of the ambient medium through which the 

exposing radiation is focused, θ is the angular half aperture of the lens and NA stands for 

the numerical aperture of the lens, which is equal to θsinn .  Improvements in 

lithographic patterning have led to the continual shrinking of device feature sizes and the  
 

θ

Lens

Light

Cone θ

Lens

Light

Cone

 

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of light focused through a lens.  The numerical 
aperture is defined as θsinn , where n is the index of refraction of the media 
between the lens and the focal point. 

resulting performance improvements and cost reductions seen in today’s electronic 

devices.  These improvements have historically been achieved through the development 

of new exposure sources with lower wavelengths.  Accompanying incremental 
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improvements in the lens system by the reduction of k1, which accounts for non-ideal 

aspects of the system, and the increase of NA through larger θ’s have also contributed.  

Early exposure tools used 436 nm light from the g-line emission of a mercury arc lamp, 

followed by 365 nm light from its i-line emission.  Krypton-fluorine (KrF) excimer lasers 

then replaced mercury arc lamps for leading edge lithography with 248 nm light, and the 

state of the art is now argon-fluorine (ArF) lasers producing light at 193 nm. 

I$$OVATIVE ALTER$ATIVE TECH$OLOGIES 

In order to meet the self-imposed technological benchmarks described above, the 

semiconductor fabrication industry has been forced to look for innovative alternatives to 

conventional optical lithography.  With each step down in wavelength, optical systems 

have had to be redesigned and new materials have had to be developed.7  To simply move 

to light below 193 nm is complicated by the need for completely new materials for the 

lens systems, as well as the photoresist platforms and the necessity for exposure to take 

place in vacuum.  The rising costs of such development has led to the resurrection of a 

novel lithographic process first proposed in the 1980s called immersion 

lithography.8,9,10,11 Immersion lithography with the 193 nm exposure wavelength is now 

considered the most likely candidate for printing features at 45nm and below.12  

Additionally, various incarnations of imprint lithography, which utilizes a prefabricated 

imprint stamp to physically shape the resist layer, have been examined as low cost, high 

throughput alternatives to optical lithography.   

                                                 
7 Stewart, M.D., Patterson, K., Somervell, M.H., and C.G. Willson,  J. Phys. Org. Chem., 2000, Vol. 13, 
pp. 767-774. 
8 A. Takanashi et al., US Patent 'o. 4480910, 6 Nov. 1984 
9 Lin, B. J., Microelectron. Eng., 1987, Vol. 6, pp. 31 
10 Kawata, J., Carter, J. M., Yen, A., and H.I. Smith, Microelectron. Eng., 1989, Vol. 9 
11 Kawata, H., Matsumura, I., Yoshida, H., and  K. Murata, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 1992, Vol. 31, pp. 4174 
12 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors: http://public.itrs.net/ 
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Immersion Lithography 

Immersion lithography incorporates a high refractive index liquid into the gap 

between the final lens element of an exposure tool and the photoresist film.  This high 
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic representation of immersion lithography, showing water (n = 

1.435 at λ = 193 nm) filling the gap between the lens and water. (b) Ray 
tracing of exposure radiation through the lens and gap for dry and wet 
exposure.  The inclusion of an immersion fluid within the gap improves 
resolution and focus. 

index liquid would allow the 'A to be increased above the previous theoretical limit of 

'A = 1 because of Snell’s Law of Refraction, 
 

 'Ann == 2211 sinsin θθ  (1.2) 

where 1n  is the index of refraction of the lens, 1θ  is the angle at which the light is 

traveling through the lens and 'A is the numerical aperture in the Rayleigh Equation.  

Traditional lithographic exposures are done in air, for which n2 = 1; so the maximum 

achievable value for the lens 'A is the maximum value of 2sinθ , which is also one.  

There are two possible effects from the addition of the immersion liquid.  First, if the 

numerical aperture is allowed to change the resolution can be increased, as seen by 

Equation 1.1. By increasing the value of n2 through the use of an immersion fluid, larger 

lenses with the appropriate 1θ  would enable imaging of smaller features than could be 
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achieved with a “dry” system.  If, however, the numerical aperture does not change, the 

depth of focus (DOF) can be improved as in Equation 1.3, 
 

 
222

'A
knDOF

λ
=  (1.3) 

where k2 is the second Rayleigh coefficient.  Also, an immediate benefit of improved 

focus could be realized without new lenses.  Currently, water is the best candidate for a 

first generation immersion fluid because of its high index, n = 1.435, and low absorbance, 

A = 0.036 cm-1, at 193 nm.13,14 
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Figure 7: Numerical aperture of optical lithography tools against the year of their 
introduction.  The state of the art tools (purple), using 193 nm exposure 
light, have numerical apertures close to 1, which is the physical limit for 
“dry” systems.15 

                                                 
13 Burnett, J. H., and S. Kaplan, Proc. SPIE, 2003, 5040, pp. 1742 
14 Switkes, M. and M. Rothschild, Proc. SPIE, 2002, 4691, pp. 459 
15 Intel’s 157nm litho decision prompts varied reactions,  http://www.siliconstrategies.com/printable 
-Article?doc_id=OEG20030523s0057 
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Imprint Lithography 

As the cost associated with development and implementation of new optical 

lithography technology rises, novel alternatives have begun to gain mainstream attention.  
 

 

Figure 8: SFIL process flow. The process employs a template/substrate alignment 
scheme to bring a rigid template and substrate into parallelism, trapping the 
liquid etch barrier. The gap is closed and a force is applied to ensure a thin 
base layer is created. The imprint is then illuminated through the backside of 
the template to cure the etch barrier. The template is withdrawn, leaving 
low-aspect ratio, high resolution features in the etch barrier. The residual 
etch barrier (base layer) is etched away with a short halogen plasma etch, 
after which the pattern is transferred into the transfer layer with an 
anisotropic oxygen reactive ion etch, creating high-aspect ratio, high 
resolution polymer features.16 

One such technology is imprint lithography, which uses a prefabricated stamp to 

mechanically deform the etch barrier into a desired shape.  Several imprint lithography 

                                                 

16 Colburn, M., Johnson, S., Stewart, M., Damle, S., Bailey, T., Choi, B., Wedlake, M., Michaelson, T., 
Sreenivasan, S.V., Ekerdt,J.G., and C.G. Willson. "Step and Flash Imprint Lithography: A new approach to 
high resolution patterning." Proc. SPIE, 1999, 3676(I), pp. 379  
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techniques are being investigated as low cost, high throughput alternatives to 

conventional photolithography for high-resolution patterning.  Standard imprint 

lithography faces several challenges: i) pressure greater than 10 MPa are typically 

required to imprint relief, ii) temperatures must be greater than the gT  of the polymer 

film, iii) aspect ratios have been experimentally limited to ~3:1.17  However, one 

embodiment of the technology, Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (SFIL), can pattern 

resist with sub-micron features and solves each of these issues by utilizing a low-

viscosity, UV-sensitive solution that exhibits high etch contrast to organic films in O2 

reactive ion etching.18  SFIL uses photopolymerization of an organosilicon solution 

through a rigid, transparent, imprint template to define the pattern topography on a 

substrate. The use of a low-viscosity UV curing solution allows imprinting at room 

temperature with minimal applied pressure.  Typically, the imprinting process is 

performed over a blanket layer of organic polymer, creating a bilayer structure.  This 

removes the need to imprint high aspect ratio features, since the pattern aspect ratio can 

be subsequently amplified by dry etching.  The use of a transparent, rigid imprint 

template allows flood exposure of the photopolymer to achieve cure, and enables 

classical optical techniques commonly used in mask aligners, photolithography steppers, 

and scanners for layer-to-layer alignment.  The details of the SFIL process are illustrated 

above in Figure 8. 

                                                 
17 Bailey, T., Choi, B.J., Colburn, M., Grot, A., Meissl, M., Stewart, M., Ekerdt, J.G., Sreenivasan, S.V., 
and C.G. Willson. “Step and Flash Imprint Lithography: A Technology Review.” Future Electron Devices, 
2000, 11(4), pp. 54  
18 Colburn, M., Grot, A., Amistoso, M., Choi, B.J., Bailey, T., Ekerdt, J.G., Sreenivasan, S.V., Hollenhorst, 
J., and C.G. Willson. "Step and Flash Imprint Lithography for sub-100nm Patterning." Proc. SPIE, 2000, 
3997, pp. 453 
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ADDRESSI$G KEY PROCESS CHALLE$GES 

Both technologies described above, immersion lithography and SFIL, represent 

important stepping stones for the development of the next generation of lithography tools.  

However, although the two approaches offer important advantages, both pose many 

significant technological challenges that must be overcome before they can be 

successfully implemented.   

Along with several other questions, the physical characteristics of the thin etch 

barrier layer are a concern.  Even with the use of a low viscosity solution, the 

photopolymerized etch barrier layer is still subjected to substantial mechanical stresses 

during the SFIL process, especially during the separation step.  Experimental evidence 

has shown that the glass transition temperature, gT , of polymers can be significantly 

different, particularly lower, than the bulk value when small amounts of the polymer are 

considered.19  Additionally, computational studies have suggested that a variety of other 

material properties, such as the elastic modulus, may also depend on the size of the 

sample being considered.  In these studies, the elastic modulus of polymers was shown to 

decrease with decreasing sample dimensions.20  With this in mind, the choice of etch 

barrier for use in this process is especially critical. 

In the case of immersion lithography, satisfactory results and proper image focus 

require that the optical path length between the lens and substrate be maintained during 

the entire writing process, which occurs over time as the optics and substrate are moved 

relative to each other.  There are two effects that are primarily responsible for drifts in the 

optical path length during the immersion lithography process.  First, the physical distance 

                                                 
19 Singh L., Ludovice, P.J., and C.L. Henderson, “Influence of molecular weight and film thickness on the 
glass transition temperature and coefficient of thermal expansion of supported ultrathin polymer films”, 
Thin Solid Films, 2004, 449 (1-2), pp. 231-241 
20 Bohme, T.R., and J.J. de Pablo, “Evidence for size-dependent mechanical properties from simulations of 
nanoscopic polymeric structures”, Journal of Chemical Physics, 2002, 116 (22), pp. 9939-9951 
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between the lens and substrate may change due to mechanical drift as the substrate or 

optical system is moved and/or due to imperfections and changes in the substrate 

topography.  Secondly, the index of refraction of the immersion fluid itself may change 

as materials are leeched from the substrate or as it is replaced. 

The work described below and later in this document was undertaken to address 

these two key challenges presented by the immersion and imprint lithography techniques.  

Although other obstacles remain, the results presented here should aid in assessing their 

feasibility as next generation lithography technologies and may hopefully have useful 

applications outside of their initial use. 

Clearly, to determine and quantify any size-dependent effects on the physical 

characteristics of the etch barrier layer an experimental method to reliably determine the 

local mechanical properties of thin polymer films is needed.  Such an ability would aid in 

the search for appropriate etch barriers and determine their physical limitations.  AFM 

nano-indentation provides the necessary tools to perform this type of measurement.  

However, although mathematical models exist to describe the interaction between the 

AFM tip and the sample,21,22,23,24 none adequately incorporate the effects resulting from 

both the thin nature of the sample and the adhesive aspects of the contact.  As a result, 

quantitative measurements of materials in this regime do not exist.  Consequently, a new, 

more advanced mathematical description of the interaction between the AFM tip and 

sample was developed that accounts for the underlying substrate beneath the thin sample, 

and the adhesive (attractive) forces present between the tip and sample. 

                                                 
21 Hertz, H., “On the Contact of Elastic Solids”, J.reine und angewandte Mathematik, 92, 1882, pp. 156-
171 
22 Landau, L.D., and E.M. Lifshitz, Theory of Elasticity, Pergamon Press Ltd., Oxford, U.K., 1959, pp. 30-
36 
23 Johnson, K.L., Kendall, K., and A.D. Roberts, “Surface energy and the contact of elastic solids”, 
Proceedings, Royal Society, 1971, A324, 301, pp. 126 
24 Chen, W.T., “Computation of Stresses and Displacements in a Layered Elastic Medium”, Int. J. Engng 
Sci., 1971, Vol. 9, pp. 775-800 
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In order to monitor and control the OPL within the gap between the optical 

system and substrate used in immersion lithography a method to reliably, precisely and 

quickly determine the OPL of a small optical cavity based on coherent broadband 

interference was developed.   In this method, the gap was illuminated using broadband 

emission from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser.  The reflected spectrum was then 

captured with a spectrometer and analyzed using Fourier techniques to quickly determine 

the OPL of the gap.  It was determined that this method coupled with special computation 

techniques that minimized unnecessary operations was fast, reliable and accurate enough 

to control a servo-based feedback system to correct deviations in the optical path length 

in real time.  With this complete system, an immersion lithography tool could accurately 

control the OPL in the immersion fluid and adjust to any deviations that occurred in order 

to maintain proper image focus throughout the process.  
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Chapter 2:  The Application of AFM nano-indentation to Imprint 
Lithography 

OVERVIEW 

During the Imprint lithography process, the etch barrier layer is subjected to 

substantial mechanical stress.  During the curing stage, as the layer polymerizes and 

changes density, stresses are applied throughout the film to maintain the shape 

determined by the imprint stamp.  Additionally, the hardened, polymerized etch barrier is 

stressed when the imprint stamp is pulled away from the substrate during the release step.  

Finally, once the stamp is removed, the polymerized etch barrier must retain its shape 

until all the remaining lithography phases are completed.  Mechanical failures of the etch 

barrier layer at any point in the process lead to a host of problems, including 

delamination, peeling, buckling, line destruction, feature broadening, etc.25  In order to 

avoid these problems, the chosen etch barrier must be able to withstand the stresses 

applied during the imprint lithography process.  Other experimental and theoretical 

research has shown that extremely small samples have physical properties that differ 

significantly from those measured in larger, bulk samples of that material.  Experimental 

research has shown that the glass transition temperature, gT , of polymers can be lowered 

as the sample size decreases.26  Additional research based on finite element modeling has 

indicated that the elastic modulus of small samples may also be significantly lower than 

then found in bulk samples.27  In order to resolve this issue, the ability to quantitatively 
                                                 
25 Bailey, T., Smith, B.J., Choi, B.J., Colburn, M., Meissl, M., Sreenivasan, S.V., Ekerdt J.G., and C.G. 
Willson. "Step and Flash Imprint Lithography: Defect Analysis." J. Vac. Sci. Tech. B, 2001, 19(6), pp. 2806 
26 Singh L., Ludovice, P.J., and C.L. Henderson, “Influence of molecular weight and film thickness on the 
glass transition temperature and coefficient of thermal expansion of supported ultrathin polymer films”, 
Thin Solid Films, 2004, 449 (1-2), pp. 231-241 
27 Bohme, T.R., and J.J. de Pablo, “Evidence for size-dependent mechanical properties from simulations of 
nanoscopic polymeric structures”, Journal of Chemical Physics, 2002, 116 (22), pp. 9939-9951 
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measure the local mechanical properties of thin polymer films is needed.  This 

experimental capability will aid in the discovery and selection of appropriate etch barriers 

for imprint lithography and provide a valuable research tool to other fields.  It was found 

that quantitatively measuring the local mechanical properties of thin polymer films was 

possible using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) nano-indentation, in conjunction with a 

new, more advanced mathematical model of contact that was developed specifically for 

this purpose. 

AFM $A$O-I$DE$TATIO$ 

AFM nano-indentation is an experimental procedure that can be used to determine 

local mechanical properties of materials, such as the elastic modulus and surface energy.  

Other research efforts have used this technique to measure the Young’s modulus of 

candidate etch barriers for use in the SFIL technique.28  This method has several 

advantages, including precise force measurements and repeatability.  AFM nano-

indentation also simultaneously provides the thickness of the sample. 

As the name implies, AFM nano-indentation utilizes the capabilities of an atomic 

force microscope.  In its standard imaging function, an AFM generates an image by raster 

scanning a probe over the surface of the sample.  In most cases, the probe consists of a 

sharp point attached to the free end of a flexible cantilever, as shown in Figure 9.  The 

sample is attached to a piezo scanner and is moved underneath the probe in a raster 

pattern.  The resulting deflections of the cantilever are captured within the movements of 

a laser-spot reflected from the back of the cantilever onto a split photodiode.  A computer 

controlled feedback system returns the signal from the photodiode to the piezo scanner, 

such that the cantilever deflection, and therefore applied force, remains constant during 

                                                 
28 Colburn, M., Suez, I., Choi, B.J., Meissl, M., Bailey, T., Sreenivasan, S.V., Ekerdt, J.G., and C.G. 
Willson, “Characterization and modeling of volumetric and mechanical properties for step and flash 
imprint lithography photopolymers,” 2001, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No.6  
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the scan.  The measured deflection is stored in the computer and used to build an image 

line by line. 
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Figure 9: Basic configuration of an AFM.  The sample is attached to the top of a 
cylindrical piezo scanner.  To generate images, the sample in then raster 
scanned under the AFM tip.  Variations in the sample topography cause 
changes in the deflection of the cantilever that are detected on the split 
photodiode.  This signal is recorded and also used in a feedback system that 
adjusts the piezo such that a constant force is applied to the sample during 
the imaging process.  The recorded signal is then used to construct a 
topographic image of the sample line by line.  For nano-indentation 
measurements, the piezo simply extends axially and presses the sample 
against the AFM tip.  The resulting force applied to the sample, determined 
from the measured cantilever deflection, as a function of the piezo extension 
is recorded as a force-curve.   

In addition to imaging the sample surface with atomic resolution, an AFM can 

also determine the interaction force between the sample and the probe with nano-Newton 

sensitivity.  Modern, commercially available AFMs also provide the ability to perform 

nano-indentation or force spectroscopy measurements.  Rather than raster scanning the 

sample underneath the probe, the piezo scanner is extended along its axis and used to 

press the sample against the probe, deflecting the cantilever and simultaneously indenting 

the probe into the sample material.  During this extension, the system stores the voltage 
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applied to the piezo as well as the resulting cantilever deflection.  By calibrating the piezo 

against a rigid surface, the applied piezo voltage can be converted into a physical 

extension distance.   Additionally, the applied external load can be calculated from the 

measured deflection of the cantilever, which is assumed to behave linearly for small 

deflections, using the experimentally determined spring constant of the cantilever.  The 

resulting relationship between the external load applied to the tip by the cantilever and 

the piezo extension is referred to as a force-distance curve, or simply a force-curve. 
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Figure 10:  A generic force-curve with important regions and points marked.  The 
extension (retraction) curve is shown in blue (pink).  In region 1 the piezo 
extends the sample toward the tip but contact has not been made.  At point II 
the tip snaps into contact with the sample.  In region III the piezo continues 
to extend pressing the tip into the sample.  Point IV is the maximum desired 
extension, after which the piezo begins to retract.  In region V the tip and 
sample are still in contact but the applied load is shrinking.  At point VI, 
contact is abruptly broken.  Finally, in region VII the piezo returns to its 
initial position.  Without adhesion, the snap-to (II) and pull-off (VI) points 
would disappear.  Regions III and V do not lie on top of each other 
indicating plastic deformation occurred.  If the deformation was purely 
elastic, the regions (III and V) would overlap.   
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Figure 10 contains an illustration of a generic force-curve with key points and 

regions labeled.  The blue curve represents the extension force-curve, which is generated 

as the piezo extends against the cantilever.  The pink curve is the retraction force-curve 

and, as the name implies, is created as the piezo retracts and returns to its normal length.  

During region I of the extension force-curve, the sample is being moved towards the 

cantilever tip but contact has not been made.  At point II, referred to as the snap-to point, 

the tip and sample make contact.  The abrupt nature is the result of an instability caused 

by the presence of short-range attractive forces between the tip and sample.  In the 

absence of these forces, there will be no snap-to contact behavior.  During region III, the 

piezo is extended past the point of contact, the cantilever is deflected to a greater extent 

and consequently the external load experienced by the tip is increased.  As the load is 

increased, the tip may be pressed into the sample indenting it.  At point IV, the piezo has 

reached it maximum desired extension and begins to retract.  The piezo continues to 

retract lessening the load on the tip throughout region V.  The generic force-curve 

depicted in Figure 10 shows region III and region V lying apart from each other.  This 

indicates that plastic, or non-reversible, deformations have occurred.  If they were to lie 

on top of each other, only elastic deformations could have occurred.  Point VI is the pull-

off point, at which contract is broken between the tip and sample.  Like point II, it occurs 

at a negative (tensile) external loading only if there are adhesive forces present between 

the tip and sample.  Interestingly, the nature of adhesive contacts makes it such that point 

VI occurs at a larger external load than point II, even for perfectly elastic deformations.  

Additionally, in the presence of adhesion, the region of contact between the tip and 

sample does not fall to zero at point VI, and the abrupt nature of the pull-off behavior is 

again the result of an instability.  Finally, region VII occurs after the contact between the 
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tip and sample has broken and while the piezo is being retracted.  The various aspects of 

adhesive force-curves will become especially important later. 

 Figure 11 shows a schematic representation of the contact during the AFM nano-

indentation process between a rigid sphere, representing the AFM tip, and a deformable 

half-space, representing the sample.  The initial situation represents the snap-to contract 

point, as in point II of Figure 10.  The piezo is the extended, raising the sample surface 

and creating the second configuration that could represent any point in region III of 

Figure 10.  In its initial state, the sphere has indented the sample surface by an amount   

δo, the snap-to offset indentation.  The two objects are also in contact over an area with 

radius, a, which grows as the indentation increases.  Between the two states, the piezo has 

been extended by an amount zp, while the cantilever has been deflected by zc.  In the final 

state, the indentation has grown by an amount ∆δ to δ.  Because both the piezo extension 

and cantilever deflection are directly measured, as described above, it is simple to 

calculate how much the indentation of the probe into the sample changes. 
 

 cp zz −=∆δ  (2.1) 

The illustration in Figure 11 is drawn as if adhesive forces were present between the two 

objects.  If the interaction was instead purely elastic, the offset indentation would vanish 

and the initial state would have the two objects coming into contact at a single point.  In 

this situation the total indentation is identical to the change in indentation calculated in 

Equation 2.1.  The offset indentation is not directly measured and must be calculated 

using mathematical models of adhesive contact, which will be discussed in more detail 

below. 
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Figure 11: The schematic diagram of the AFM nano-indentation process.  A rigid 

sphere impacts an elastic layer.  The change in indentation, ∆δ, is calculated 
from the cantilever deflection, zc, and the scanner displacement, zp.  If no 
adhesive (attractive) forces act between the two objects, the snap-to offset 

indentation, δo, will vanish.  The two objects are in contact over an area with 
radius, a, which grows as the indentation is increased.   

AFM Tips 

The shape of the tip used an indenter for AFM nano-indentation is especially 

critical, because without precise information about the tip shape it is impossible to extract 

quantitative information about the sample’s physical properties.  Conventional, 

commercially available, sharp AFM tips have been used and approximated as parabolic 

or spherical indenters.29  It has been found, however, that the use of sharp tips for 

imaging and nano-indentation experiments can rapidly and radically change the tip, 

                                                 
29 Rotch, C., Jacobson, K., and M. Radmacher, “Dimensional mechanical dynamics of active and stable 
edges in motile fibroblasts investigated by using atomic force microscopy.”, Proc. 'atl. Acad. Sci., 1999, 
USA. 96., pp. 921-926 
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making quantitative results difficult to produce.  A simple solution to this problem is to 

attach a spherical bead to the AFM tip.30  This provides at least two substantial 

advantages.  First, the indenter is truly spherical and its radius of curvature is more 

readily and reliably determined.  Secondly, because the beads used are typically much 

larger then the sharpened AFM tip, wear and tear from use will not so drastically affect 

its shape, making the experiments easily repeatable.  In past research, polystyrene beads 

have been used since polystyrene has an elastic modulus, 3 GPa, far greater than that of 

the biological components that were being tested.31  This allowed the mathematical 

models used to describe the contact to be drastically simplified because the bead could be 

considered completely rigid.  Silica beads were chosen to be added to the AFM tips, 

because the etch barrier films being tested were expected to have a much higher elastic 

modulus than cells.  Again, the high elastic modulus of silica, approximately 71 GPa, 

means that the bead can be considered to be perfectly rigid in any mathematical models 

used to describe the interaction between the modified tip and sample.  Additionally, the 

SFIL process uses a silica imprint stamp to shape the etch barrier.  Therefore, the choice 

of silica for the bead also allows the nature of the adhesion between the two materials to 

be probed. 

Because bulk measurements of the etch barrier had suggested that it was 

substantially harder than the biological samples used in Mahaffy et al., the choice of 

cantilever also had to be adjusted.  It was decided that the cantilever used in the 

experiments described in this paper would be a commercial Ultralever (TM microscopes, 

Sunnyvale, CA) with a force constant of 17 N/m.  This was chosen because its force 

                                                 
30 Mahaffy, R.E., Shih, C.K., MacKintosh, F.C., and J. Käs. “Scanning probe-based frequency-dependent 
microrheology of polymer gels and biological cell”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2000, 85, pp. 880-883 
31 Mahaffy, R.E., Park, S., Gerde, E., Käs, J., and C.K. Shih., “Quantitative Analysis of the Viscoelastic 
Properties of Thin Region of Fibroblasts Using Atomic Force Microscopy”, Biophysical Journal, 2004, 
Vol. 86, pp. 1777-1793 
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constant was high enough that it could cause observable indentions in the etch barrier, 

even when used in conjunction with a silica bead. 

Before use, the probe tip was modified by the addition of a spherical silica bead.  

As described above, this was done to create a well-defined indenter shape and improve 

the applicability of various mathematical models32 that would later be used to extract 

quantitative information from the generated force-curves.  This modification was 

achieved using a custom-built micromanipulator mounted on an optical microscope that 

was equipped with a 40x long working distance objective lens and light sources above 

and below the focal point.  An aqueous suspension of spherical silica beads ranging in 

diameter from 1 to 3 microns was created and subsequently allowed to dry on a glass 

cover slip.  Insufficient dilution of the silica beads causes the formation of a close-packed 

structure of beads upon drying, which makes isolation extremely difficult.  Proper 

dilution of the silica beads results in a sparse monolayer of beads attached to the cover 

slip surface.  This cover slip was mounted on one side of the micromanipulator such that 

the optical path of the microscope was parallel to the surface of the slip.  A second cover 

slip to which a thin layer of uncured M-Bond 610 epoxy was applied was also mounted in 

the micromanipulator.  Finally, the unaltered cantilever was placed in the 

micromanipulator across from the two cover slips and such that its tip was normal to their 

surfaces.  The tip was then brought into focus in the microscope and gently dipped into 

the thin layer of epoxy.  After successfully transplanting a small amount of epoxy to the 

apex of the AFM tip the micromanipulator was adjusted so that the beaded cover slip was 

also in view.  By further small movements, it was possible to align the tip over a single 

silica bead.  The two were then pressed together and allowed to briefly settle.  During this 

time, the epoxy hardened sufficiently that the tip could be withdrawn with the bead 
                                                 
32 Mahaffy, R.E., Shih, C.K., MacKintosh, F.C., and J. Käs. “Scanning probe-based frequency-dependent 
microrheology of polymer gels and biological cell”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2000, 85, pp. 880-883 
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attached.  The cantilever was the placed in an oven overnight at 85oC to allow the epoxy 

to fully cure. 
 

(a) (b)
 

Figure 12: (a) A scanning electron microscope image of the modified AFM tip.  The 

silica bead (R = 2.5 µm) is seen embedded in epoxy near the sharp, original 
tip.  (b)  A conventional AFM image of the attached silica bead.   

 

Due to the range of sizes contained in the initial sample of beads, it was necessary 

to characterize the bead that had been attached to the cantilever.  This was done using a 

scanning electron microscope.  It was found that the attached bead had a radius of 

curvature of 2.5 microns. 

The force constant of the cantilever was also independently measured from the 

nominal commercially supplied value.  This was done by vibrating the tip in the AFM 

and recording its natural resonant frequency, which along with the tip geometry was used 

to calculate its force constant.33 

                                                 
33 Hazel, J.L., and W. Tsukruk., “Friction force microscopy measurements: Normal and torsional spring 
constants for V-shaped cantilevers”, Journal of Tribology, 1998, Vol. 120, 4, pp. 814-819 
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Sample Preparation 

The samples used for the AFM nano-indentation experiments were polymer films 

of various thicknesses with glass microscope slides serving as the substrate.  The polymer 

film was composed of a candidate etch barrier for use in SFIL, that was rigidly adhered to 

the substrate with a coupling agent.  Preparation of the sample began with the substrate.  

Glass microscope slides were used for their availability and high elastic modulus, 71 

GPa, which makes them essentially rigid relative to the polymer film.  To ensure that the 

polymer film remained rigidly adhered to the substrate during experimentation, the glass 

slides were prepared with a coupling agent.  The coupling agent served as a link, 

allowing the polymer and substrate to be chemically bonded.  The coupling agent was 

formulated from 92% 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)-propylacrylate, which is hydrolyzed by an 

acid.  This then bonds with the silicon surface and can polymerize with the sample layer.  

The process used to apply the coupling agent to the glass slides is as follows.  A solution 

by weight of 95% ethanol, 4% coupling agent, 1% water, along with a few drops of acetic 

acid was made.  The slides were then immersed in the solution for approximately 20 

minutes, at which point they were removed and the excess solution shaken off.  They 

were then transferred to a hot plate at around 100oC for another 20 minutes.  Finally, they 

were removed, rinsed with acetone and covered.   

The polymer tested was chemically formulated and prepared as follows.  95% 

SIAO 210.0 (3-Acryloxypropyl) Tris-(trimethylsiloxy) silane, 90% Ethylene glycol 

diacrylate, tech., Durocur 1173 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-1-propanone, and 98% 

tert-Butyl acrylate were mixed by weight in the ratio 44:15:4:37 in a fume hood and then 

shaken.  The liquid was stored within a refrigerator in a glass vial that was covered in foil 

to prevent premature photopolymerization.  To prepare an individual polymer film 

sample, a small drop of the polymer liquid was transferred to a slide, previously prepared 
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with the coupling agent.  A second slide without the coupling agent layer was placed over 

the drop with a perpendicular orientation to the first slide.  The two slides were then 

pressed together to squeeze the fluid across the contact area.  The assembly was then 

placed under a UV lamp in order to photopolymerize the polymer layer.  Once the layer 

was cured, the slides were separated and the polymer film remained rigidly adhered to 

coupling agent slide.  The excess ends of the microscope slides were then removed using 

a diamond scribe to initialize a crack that was then propagated through the slide.  This 

was effective despite the lack of crystalline structure in the glass slides.  The thickness of 

the polymer film was determined by a number of factors, including the amount of liquid 

dispensed onto the slide and the amount of dust present in the air.  The thinnest films 

were generated in a clean room environment, which allowed the slides to achieve more 

intimate contact. 

Data Collection 

To gather the necessary data to quantitatively determine the mechanical properties 

of the thin polymer films the following steps were performed on each sample.  First, the 

sample polymer film was placed into the AFM (Thermomicroscopes CP-Research) and 

was imaged using a conventional, sharp tip.  This was done in order to have a 

topographic map of the sample, so that the thickness at the nano-indentation sites could 

be determined.  The sharp tip was then replaced with the modified cantilever, which had 

the attached silica bead.  A force-curve was then generated utilizing the commercial 

software package associated with the AFM.  The system was set to begin with the 

cantilever 0.02 µm above the sample surface.  The piezo would then extend .22 µm, 

bringing the tip and sample into contact and then pressing them together.  This process 

was repeated approximately 10 times at each testing location on the sample.   
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THEORETICAL MODELS OF CO$TACT 

Once the collection of force-curves was complete and the tip and cantilever had 

been characterized it was necessary to employ mathematical models to describe the 

contact between tip and sample.  Using theoretical models of the interaction between the 

sample and probe, it is possible to extract various mechanical properties of the sample 

from the force-curve, including the elastic modulus, E, and surface energy, γ.  It has also 

been shown previously, that modifications of the AFM nano-indentation procedure can 

reveal the viscoelastic nature of the sample.34  The choice of theoretical model depends 

strongly on the nature of the interaction between the probe and sample, as well as the 

thickness of the sample at the measurement point.  If the interaction is purely elastic, 

meaning that the adhesive forces between probe and sample are negligible, and the 

sample is much thicker than the resulting indention and the contact radius between the 

probe and sample, the Hertz model of contact may be effectively used.  This is the 

simplest model of contact and will be used as a starting point for the other, more 

sophisticated models.  If the conditions regarding the thickness of the film relative to the 

indention and contact radius remain, but there is adhesion present between the tip and 

sample the JKR model can be used to describe the interaction.  There are other models of 

adhesive contact, but the JKR model is relatively simple, widely used and serves as the 

basis for the more advanced model developed later.  As mentioned, the choice of model 

also depends strongly on the thickness of the sample.  An elastic, thin film model exists 

and describes situations in which the sample is a thin, but non-adhesive film.  The 

situation of thin film that also exhibits adhesion with the tip requires a new and different 

model that takes into account both effects.  An adhesive, thin film combination model 

                                                 
34 Mahaffy, R.E., Park, S., Gerde, E., Käs, J., and C.K. Shih., “Quantitative Analysis of the Viscoelastic 
Properties of Thin Region of Fibroblasts Using Atomic Force Microscopy”, Biophysical Journal, 2004, 
Vol. 86, pp. 1777-1793 
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was developed for this purpose and is described in detail later in this document.  These 

four models are described below.  The following section illustrates how these models can 

be used to extract quantitative information about the sample from the information 

provided by the force-curves.  

Hertz Model 

The general Hertz model describes the interaction between two elastic bodies 

under an external load with no adhesive forces present between the two. Once the two 

bodies are brought together at a single point, any external load will cause them to deform 

and come into contact over a finite area around the initial contact point.  The 

mathematical models of contact, including the Hertz model, predict the shape of the 

contact region, how it grows as the external load is changed, and the distribution of stress 

and strain in the vicinity of the contact region.  As applied to the AFM nano-indentation 

experiments conducted, the probe can be characterized by a single radius of curvature, R, 

and is considered to be completely rigid.  For small indentations, the shape of the probe 

can be further approximated as parabolic.35  Additionally, the sample is approximated by 

a uniform half-space, accomplished by taking an infinite radius of curvature, and having 

elastic modulus, E.  Therefore, when the probe is pressed into the sample, its surface 

deforms as follows: 
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−= δ  (2.1) 

where δ is the total indentation, and r is the radial distance from the center of the contact 

area measured parallel to the surface.  It was shown that under these conditions and 

                                                 
35 Mahaffy, R.E., Shih, C.K., MacKintosh, F.C., and J. Käs. “Scanning probe-based frequency-dependent 
microrheology of polymer gels and biological cell”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2000, 85, pp. 880-883 
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assuming appropriate physical boundary conditions, a pressure within the contact region 

of the form 
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gives rise to displacements  
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that satisfy the deformation equation for ar ≤ .36  A variety of other relationships can be 

derived from this pressure including 
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where )1/( 2υ−= EK .  Additionally, it can be shown that the force on the probe is given 

by 
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JKR Model 

The Hertz model described above assumes that all adhesive interactions between 

the indenter and the sample are negligible.  In many cases, however, this is not true and 

the adhesive nature of the materials must be accounted for to satisfactorily describe the 

probe/sample interaction.  Although not the only model of adhesive contact37,38,39,40, the 

                                                 
36 Johnson, K.L., Contact Mechanics, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K., 1985, pp. 61 
37Derjaguin, B.V., Muller, V.M., and Y.P. Toporov, “Effect of Contact Deformations on the Adhesion of 
Particles,” J. Colloid Interface Sci., 1975, Vol. 53, pp. 314 
38Muller, V.M., Derjaguin, B.V., and Y.P. Toporov, “On Two Methods of Calculation of the Force of 
Sticking of an Elastic Sphere to a Rigid Plane,” Colloids Surf., 1983, Vol. 7, pp. 251 
39 Pashley, M.D., “Further Consideration of the DMT Model for Elastic Contact,” Colloids Surf., 1984, 
Vol. 12, pp. 69 
40 Maugis, D., “Adhesion of Spheres: The JKR-DMT Transition Using a Dugdale Model,” J. Colloid 
Interface Sci., 1992, Vol. 150, pp. 243 
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JKR model, which describes the interaction between an indenter and a thick sample in the 

presence of adhesion, is effective and serves as a good building block for the other 

adhesive model described later.  Additionally, estimates of the Tabor41 and modified 

Tabor42,43 parameters suggest that for our particular experiment adhesive forces outside 

the contact area can be neglected and consequently that the JKR model is the correct 

choice44,45.  Like the Hertz model, the sample is considered thick and approximated by 

and elastic half-space when the indentation is much, much smaller than the sample 

thickness.  Again, in the axi-symmetric situation associated with AFM nano-indentation, 

the top surface of the sample is deformed by the approximately parabolic indenter as in 

Equation 2.6.  It can be shown that this deformation is satisfied when a pressure of the 

form 
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exists within the contact area, where RaKp π/21 = .  The second term was rejected for 

the Hertz model because a positive value of 0p would have caused an infinite pressure at 

ar =  and overlap of the surfaces outside the contact area.  Furthermore, a negative value 

would generate tension that could not be sustained physically.  However, if there are 

adhesive (attractive) forces present between the probe and sample, a negative value for 

0p  cannot be excluded.  By considering the work done in compression by the pressure 

Equation 2.33, the elastic strain energy stored in the two bodies can be shown to be 

                                                 
41 Tabor, D., “Surface Forces and Interactions,” J. Colloid Interface Sci., 1977, Vol. 58, pp. 2 
42 Fogden, A., and L.R. White, “Contact Elasticity in the Presence of Capillary Condensation: The 
Nonadhesive Hertz Problem,” J. Colloid Interface Sci., 1990, Vol. 138, pp. 414 
43 Maugis, D., and B. Gauthier-Manuel, “JKR-DMT Transition in the Presence of a Liquid Meniscus,” J. 
Adhes. Sci. Technol., 1994, Vol. 8, pp. 1311 
44 Johnson, K.L., and J.A. Greenwood, “An Adhesion Map for the Contact of Elastic Spheres,” J. Colloid 
Interface Sci., 1997, Vol. 192, p. 326 
45 Xu, D., Liechti, K.M., and K. Ravi-Chandar, “On the Modified Tabor Parameter for the JKR-DMT 
Transition in the Presence of a Liquid Meniscus,” J. Colloid Interface Sci., 2007, Vol. 315 (2), pp. 772-785 
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Additionally, the total compression is found to be46 
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In the presence of adhesion, the attractive forces introduce a surface energy, sU , 

that can be written as 
 

 2aU S γπ−=  (2.9) 

where γ  is the surface energy per unit area of each surface.  The total energy of the 

system is 
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The variation of the elastic strain energy with the contact radius, a, while the compression 

remains constant must be zero because no work is done on the system.  Therefore, setting 

0]/[ =∂∂ δaUT gives 
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Furthermore, it can be seen that 
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where the negative sign is chosen to produce adhesive forces within the contact region.  

The net contact force is given by 
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46 Johnson, K.L., Contact Mechanics, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K., 1985, pp. 126 
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Substituting for op  and 1p  gives 
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From this relationship, it can be seen that when the bodies are compressively loaded, the 

adhesive forces pull the surfaces into contact over an area that exceeds that given by the 

Hertz model.  Additionally, when the external load is reduced to zero, the bodies remain 

in contact within a finite, non-zero area.  Finally, the application of tensile loading causes 

the contact area to shrink further until the point 
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Here the contact radius has shrunk to  
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Further, negative loading will cause the surfaces to separate as the situation becomes 

unstable. 

Elastic, Thin Film Model 

The approximation of the sample as an elastic half-space in the Hertz and JKR 

models is no longer valid for thin samples where the indentation is comparable to the 

sample thickness.  This regime is especially interesting because the etch barrier layers 

used in the SFIL process are purposefully thin.  In this situation, a more complicated 

mathematical model is required to accurately describe the interaction between the probe 

and sample during the indentation.  Here, the sample is a film of finite thickness, resting 

on a flat, rigid substrate that is impacted by the probe.  The assumptions regarding the 

probe remain the same as in the Hertz and JKR models.  Also, like the Hertz and JKR 

models, the top surface of the sample must be deformed according to 
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within the contact region.  However, the presence of the rigid substrate changes the 

situation beneath the surface and introduces a new boundary condition that must be  
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Figure 13: The coordinate system used for the thin film models.  The sample film has a 
thickness, h, and rests on a rigid underlying substrate.  The axial distance, z, 
is measured from the center of the film, making its value h/2 at the surface 
and –h/2 at the sample/substrate interface.  The radial distance, r, is 
measured from the axis of symmetry.    

satisfied.  Assuming that no delamination occurs between the sample and substrate, there 

exist two possible regimes for modeling the deformation of the sample layer: a rigidly 

adhered layer, which is unable to move at the sample-substrate interface, and a non-

adhered layer, which slides freely along the surface of the substrate.47  In both cases, the 

                                                 
47 Mahaffy, R.E., Park, S., Gerde, E., Käs, J., and C.K. Shih., “Quantitative Analysis of the Viscoelastic 
Properties of Thin Region of Fibroblasts Using Atomic Force Microscopy”, Biophysical Journal, 2004, 
Vol. 86, pp. 1777-1793 
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pressure within the contact region can be expressed as the sum of a series of partial 

pressures.48   
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This pressure distribution results in the following displacement of the sample surface. 
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Here )(rwi are normalized displacement and are related to the corresponding partial 

pressures.  For this elasticity problem, in which the shearing stress vanishes at all points 

in a hard substrate, the stresses and displacements can expressed in terms of two 

harmonic functions, F and Z, in the form of Fourier-type integrals.49  Assuming an axial 

symmetry, which is appropriate for the AFM nano-indentation experiments, allows these 

functions to be expressed as follows. 
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where )(αp  is the Fourier transform of the total pressure distribution, )(rP . 
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The N normalized displacements, )(rwi , can be written as follows. 

 

                                                 
48 Chen, W.T., and P.A. Engel, “Impact and Contact Stress Analysis in Multilayer Media”, Int. J. Solids 
Structures, 1972, Vol. 8, pp. 1257-1281 
49 Green, A.E., and W. Zerna, Theoretical Elasticity, Oxford University Press, Oxford, U.K., 1968, pp. 
169-170 
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with 
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and )22/( υ+= EG .  The normalized displacements are calculated through numerical 

integration of the pressure distribution over the contact area.  The function )( hun α  is 

determined by the boundary conditions at the sample-substrate interface.  The general 

forms of )( zun α and )( zu s α are defined as follows. 
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where k is equal to )43( ν− and ν  is Poisson’s ratio.  The subscript, n or s, corresponds 

to the normal and tangential components with respect to the hard substrate.  The detailed 

boundary conditions and the exact forms of )( hun α  are presented in the following 

sections. 

 The error between the calculated deformation and the known probe shape, 

resulting from the partial pressure series expansion, can be written as follows. 
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The integral of the square of the error over the contact area is 
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and is minimized to find the best combination of ip . This is achieved when the following 

conditions are fulfilled 
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These conditions result in a system of ' + 1 equations, which allow for the determination 

of 
δ

β
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= and the ' ip .  The minimization equations have the following form. 
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Solving this set of equations requires numerical computation of the integrals 

involving )(rwi .  Completion of these integrals requires that they be rewritten in terms of 

dimensionless variables and integrated over the range [0, 1].  Additionally, it was found 

that the integrals converge more rapidly if the half-space solution for a given 

pressure, H

nu , is subtracted from the )(rwi and then its contribution to the integral is 

added later.50  Therefore, Equation 2.22 can be rewritten as follows. 
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50 Lure, A.I., Three Dimensional Problems in the Theory of Elasticity, English edition. Interscience, New 
York, 1964, Chapter 3 
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 The half-space solution for a given pressure distribution was solved by Chen et 

al.51  The half-space displacements are as follows. 
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When the numerical integrations are complete, the system of equations in Equation 2.28 

can be solved to determine values for ip and β .  Again, the total force on the bead can be 

calculated by integrating the total pressure distribution over the contact area. 

Unconstrained Lateral Interfacial Movement 

In the non-adhered case, the presence of the infinitely hard substrate prevents 

vertical displacement at the sample-substrate interface ( )0)2/( =−hun .  However, lateral 

displacement is unconstrained and there is no lateral stress at the 

interface )0)2/(( =−hnσ .  The vertical stress on the sample surface is a function of the 

indenter shape )1)2/(( =hnσ .  Finally, the indenter is considered to be frictionless with 

respect to the sample )0)2/(( =hsσ .  These four boundary conditions are enough to 

determine the form of )
2

(
h

un α in Equation 2.24.  The general form of the vertical and 

lateral stresses, )( zn ασ and )( zs ασ , are defined as follows. 
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With this choice of boundary conditions, )
2

(
h

un α becomes a simple function of the 

sample thickness, h, and the Poisson ratio, ν. 
 

                                                 
51 Chen, W.T., “Computation of Stresses and Displacements in a Layered Elastic Medium”, Int. J. Engng 
Sci., 1971,Vol. 9, pp. 775-800 
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Using the definition )1/( 2υ−= EK , the following relationship is found between 

the elastic constants predicted by the Hertz and elastic, thin film model with non-adhered 

boundary conditions. 
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with 
 

 δRaaa Hertxnon == ,  (2.35) 

 

 Due to the nature of the boundary conditions, Equation 2.34 is actually 

independent of the Poisson ratio, meaning that the factor )1( υ− can be grouped with ip  

and renamed non

ip .52  With the system of minimization equations solved and 

ip determined, the corrective factor between the Hertz and elastic, thin film models can 

be determined.   An order of the series expansion, ' = 4, has been shown to be sufficient 

even for very thin samples.53 

Rigid Interfacial Adhesion 

Chen et al. presented a solution to the problem of a rigidly adhered film on an 

elastic half space that applies for a large range of indentions in two successive papers.54,55  

In order to simplify the numerical calculations, the following redefinitions were used. 

                                                 
52 Tu, Y.-O., and D.C. Gazis., “The contact problem of a plate pressed between two spheres”, J. Appl. 
Mech., 1964, 31, pp. 659-666 
53 Mahaffy, R.E., Park, S., Gerde, E., Käs, J., and C.K. Shih., “Quantitative Analysis of the Viscoelastic 
Properties of Thin Region of Fibroblasts Using Atomic Force Microscopy”, Biophysical Journal, 2004, 
Vol. 86, pp. 1777-1793 
54 Chen, W.T., “Computation of Stresses and Displacements in a Layered Elastic Medium”, Int. J. Engng 
Sci., 1971,Vol. 9, pp. 775-800 
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Based on these changes, Equations 2.24 and 2.32 become 
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Because the sample is tightly bound to the substrate, the mechanical deformation of the 

sample must fall to zero at the interface.  Therefore, the vertical and lateral displacements 

at the sample-substrate interface must be zero )0)2/(,0)2/(( =−=− huhu ns .  The 

boundary conditions at the surface of the sample are identical to those used 

above )1)2/(,0)2/(( == hh ns σσ .  Using these boundary conditions, results in the 

following values for the coefficients. 
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where )(αψ is defined to be 
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Therefore, )2/( hun α can be rewritten as follows. 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
55 Chen, W.T. and P.A. Engel, “Impact and Contact Stress Analysis in Multilayer Media”, Int. J. Solids 
Structures, 1972, Vol. 8, pp. 1257-1281 
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Unlike the non-adhered case, the dependence on the Poisson ratio cannot be factored out, 

giving 
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with 
 

 δRaaa Hertxad == ,  (2.42) 

Again, the ip are determined numerically and used to find the corrective factor between 

the Hertz and elastic, thin film models. 

�umerical Behavior 

Figure 14 shows the ratios between the predicted contact radii,  Hertxnonad aa /, , and 

the predicted elastic constants, Hertxnonad KK /, , for both sets of boundary conditions in the 

elastic, thin film model as a function of ah / .  As expected, for both sets of boundary 

conditions, the elastic, thin film model predictions approach those found from the Hertz 

model for thick samples.  However, as the sample becomes thinner the predictions begin 

to deviate.  The contact area predicted by the elastic, thin film model becomes larger than 

that found using the Hertz model.  Additionally, the elastic, thin film model accounts for 

presence of the rigid substrate and yields a smaller elastic constant than the Hertz model.  

As mentioned above, the non-adhered boundary conditions give a result that is 

independent of the Poisson ratio.  The rigidly adhered boundary conditions, however, 

show a strong dependence on the Poisson ratio.  As the Poisson ratio gets larger, so does 

the effect of the underlying rigid substrate. 
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Figure 14: Comparison of the boundary condition choices for the elastic, thin film 
model with the Hertz model.  The ratio of contact area and elastic constant 
determined by the thin film models compared to those found from the Hertz 
model are plotted.  As the film gets thinner, the difference between the two 
becomes more pronounced.  Additionally, as expected, all of the models 
converge for thick films.56 

Adhesive, Thin Film Model 

Finally, the situation presented in the SFIL process is that of a relatively thin 

polymer film that also exhibits adhesion with the imprint stamp.  This scenario is 

mirrored in the AFM nano-indentation experiments performed.  A new and advanced 

mathematical model is required to describe the interaction of the probe with a thin sample 

when adhesion is also present.  This model must account for the effects of the adhesive 

                                                 
56 Mahaffy, R.E., Park, S., Gerde, E., Käs, J., and C.K. Shih., “Quantitative Analysis of the Viscoelastic 
Properties of Thin Region of Fibroblasts Using Atomic Force Microscopy”, Biophysical Journal, 2004, 
Vol. 86, pp. 1777-1793 
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(attractive) forces, as well as match the boundary conditions imposed by the sample-

substrate interface.  In order to accomplish this, aspects of the JKR model of adhesive 

contact were combined with ideas from the elastic, thin film model.  Consequently, the 

pressure is written as the sum of a series of partial pressures. 
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The sum includes the adhesive term from the JKR model, as well as the partial pressures 

from the elastic, thin film model.  This combination of pressures allows the known 

parabolic deformation at the top surface of the sample to be created while simultaneously 

matching the boundary conditions imposed by the sample/substrate interface and 

allowing for the presence of attractive forces.  As above, the difference between 

deformation resulting from the sum of partial pressures and the indenter profile is 

calculated 
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and the integral of the square of this error over the contact region 
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is minimized as follows. 
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Solving the resulting system of ' + 2 equations, 
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determines β  and the ' + 1 ip .  As in the elastic, thin film model, the )(rwi  are 

calculated numerically and depend on the choice of boundary condition at the sample 

substrate interface. 
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Figure 15: The corrective ratio between the adhesive, thin film model and the Hertz 
model in the special case of zero adhesion.  Here, as expected, the result is 
identical to that found for the elastic, thin film model (see Figure 14). 

 As a check of the work, it was verified that the adhesive, thin film model yielded 

the same numerical behavior as the elastic, thin film model when the adhesive term was 
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set to zero.  Figure 15 shows the result and confirms that the model behaves as expected 

in previously explored regimes.57 

Unlike the elastic, thin film model, in the case of non-zero adhesion comparisons 

of the adhesive, thin film combination model to the Hertz model are essentially 

meaningless.  The Hertz model, and the elastic, thin film model for that matter, is unable 

to describe readily observable behavior in situations where the combination model is 

appropriate, such as the snap-to and pull-off point phenomenon. 

DATA A$ALYSIS 

A set of representative force-curves from the experiments performed is shown in 

Figure 16.  As mentioned in more general terms above, the force-curves are comprised of  

pairs of data of the form (∆δ, Ftot), where ∆δ is the change in indention of the bead, and 

Ftot is the external load placed on the bead by the deflected cantilever.  Examination of 

overall behavior of these force-curves reveals several important characteristics of the 

interaction between the silica bead and polymer sample.  First, it is important to note that 

the retraction curve (pink) lies on top of the extension curve (blue).  This indicates that no 

plastic (non-reversible) deformations have occurred during the loading of the tip and that 

the repulsive part of the interaction is due to elastic (reversible) deformation of the film.  

Therefore, the models described above are applicable and should be able to accurately 

describe the interaction and provide quantitative information about the polymer film 

sample.  Additionally, the pronounced snap-to behavior and large pull-off forces present 

in the force-curves (see Figures 10 and 16) indicate the presence of significant adhesive 

forces between the silica indenter and polymer film.  Therefore, the mathematical model 

used to analyze the data must be capable of accounting for the attractive interaction.  

                                                 
57 Mahaffy, R.E., Park, S., Gerde, E., Käs, J., and C.K. Shih., “Quantitative Analysis of the Viscoelastic 
Properties of Thin Region of Fibroblasts Using Atomic Force Microscopy”, Biophysical Journal, 2004, 
Vol. 86, pp. 1777-1793 
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Accordingly, the force-curves were analyzed using both the JKR method and the 

adhesive thin film combination model.  If, as expected, the thickness of the polymer film 

samples is such that the effects of the underlying substrate are significant, the half-space 

approximation of the sample used in the JKR model will be invalid and the results from 

that analysis will have unphysical aspects and flaws.  Also, because the adhesive, thin 

film model was designed to account for the presence of adhesion, as well as the boundary 

condition at the surface of the underlying substrate, it should provide satisfactory results 

regarding the physical properties of the sample films. 
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Figure 16: A representative force-curve from the experiments performed.  Note that the 
extension (blue) and retraction (pink) curves overlap, which indicates that 
no plastic deformation has occurred during the loading of the tip.  
Additionally, the presence of adhesion is indicated by the snap-to-contact 
and pull-off points. Therefore, the model chosen describe this interaction 
must account for attractive forces between the AFM tip and polymer film 
sample.   
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 It should be noted that the presence of a liquid meniscus between the sample and 

probe is likely since no precautions were taken to control the humidity at the experiment 

site.  The presence of the liquid meniscus means that some undetermined portion of the 

observed adhesion is due to the capillary force from Laplace pressure rather than solid-

solid adhesion stemming from van der Waals interactions.  The two models used to 

describe the interaction between the probe and sample are not sensitive to the origin of 

the adhesion.58  Therefore, the estimates they provide for the elastic constant should be 

accurate.  However, without further measures, the surface energy cannot be realistically 

determined.  The value attained would reflect contributions from the surface interactions, 

as well as the liquid meniscus.  In order to accurately determine the surface energy, the 

contribution from the liquid meniscus could be reduced and possibly eliminated by 

performing the experiment in a humidity controlled environment.  This could be realized 

by placing the AFM under a sealed hood and displacing the water vapor through the use 

of flowed dry nitrogen gas.  Alternatively, efforts could be made to quantify the forces 

from the liquid meniscus through theoretical means.  Additionally, if this technique is 

used specifically to test candidate etch barriers, the experiments should be performed in 

conditions similar to that found at the SFIL site. 

JKR Analysis 

As discussed above, during the retraction force-curve, the area of contact 

continues to shrink.  Eventually, when the external loading reaches a critical value, 

RFF crittot πγ
2
3−=−= , the contact between the two objects abruptly breaks.  Using this 

and the experimentally measured pull-off force (see Figures 10 and 16), the surface 

energy, γ, was calculated. 

                                                 
58 Xu, D., Liechti, K.M., and K. Ravi-Chandar, “On the Modified Tabor Parameter for the JKR-DMT 
Transition in the Presence of a Liquid Meniscus,” J. Colloid Interface Sci., 2007, Vol. 315 (2), pp. 772-785 
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In the presence of adhesion, the AFM data only provides the relative indentation 

of the bead into the film; that is, the change in indentation between any two data points 

within the force-curve can be calculated using Equation 2.1.  This problem does not exist 

in purely elastic situations and is the result of the snap-to-contact phenomenon.  Before 

the snap-to-contact point, the bead is above the sample and not in contact with it.  After 

the snap-to-contact point, the bead is in contact with the sample, and the contact radius 

and indentation are both non-zero.  Examination of the retraction force-curve provides 

the evidence for these claims.  Because the retraction curve lies on the extension curve, 

no plastic deformation has occurred, meaning the process is reversible.  Therefore, the 

situation at the loading associated with the snap-to-contact point is identical in both the 

extension and retraction curve.  In the retraction curve however, more negative loading 

does not immediately cause the bead to separate from the film.  A different, significantly 

larger force is required for separation.  Within the range of external loading between the 

snap-to-contact point and separation at the pull-off point, the contact radius and 

indentation must be smaller than at the snap-to-contact point.  Therefore, the contact 

radius and indention must be non-zero at the snap-to-contact point.  Because the JKR 

model predicts that separation will occur before the contact radius falls to zero, the offset 

snap-to-contact indentation cannot be directly measured and, therefore, the indentation 

associated with each data point within a force-curve must be written as 
 

 δδδ ∆+= 0  (2.48) 

Here only the change in indentation, δ∆ , is known and 0δ  is the currently undetermined 

indentation that occurs at snap-to-contact. 

In order to deal with the unknown offset indentation that occurs at snap-to-

contact, the data points within a force-curve must be analyzed in pairs, rather than 

individually.  Taking a single data point results in an underdetermined system of 
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equations.  Substituting Equations 2.4 and 2.12 into Equations 2.8 and 2.13 results in the 

following underdetermined system of two equations 
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 (2.49) 

where δ∆  and F are known from the AFM nano-indentation, but 0δ , a, and K are not 

known.  Simultaneously including a second data point provides another two equations 

that contain only one new variable. 
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Here F’ and ∆δ’ are directly measured by the AFM and the only new variable is a’.  K, 

the elastic constant of the polymer film, is an inherent material property and is not 

expected to change due to small indentations at the material surface.  This composite set 

of four equations was solved for 0δ , a , a′ , and K using Mathematica for each point 

within a force-curve paired with the snap-to-contact point.  The set of equations resulting 

from these pairings had the form 
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Here Fsnap-to-contact represents the external loading of the silica bead at the snap-to-contact 

point.   

 The above analysis was performed on each force-curve and the surface energy 

and elastic modulus were recorded.  Then the results corresponding to each film thickness 

were grouped and averaged, giving a best estimate for the elastic modulus and surface 

energy of the sample as a function of thickness. 
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Adhesive, Thin Film Analysis 

Application of the adhesive, thin film combination model requires the film 

thickness, which was determined from AFM images taken of the sample before the nano-

indentation procedure.  Additionally, the use of a coupling agent to chemically bind the 

polymer to the underlying glass substrate ensured that the rigidly-adhered boundary 

conditions at that interface are appropriate.  As discussed above in the discussion of the 

JKR model, the presence of adhesion prevents the indentation from being measured 

directly with the AFM nano-indentation procedure and resulting force-curve.  Ideally, in 

a manner similar to that used for the JKR model, the problem could be resolved by 

considering the data points in pairs. This would result in the following system of 2' + 6 

equations, comprised of the minimization and total loading equations from both data 

points, which could be solved for 0δ , a, a′ , K, ip , and 'ip  
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Unfortunately, there is a computational barrier to this methodology.  Even if the 

indentation were known, the system of equations associated with a single force-curve 

data point is pseudo-singular.  This means that although a solution does technically exist, 
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it is difficult to find numerically.  The nature of the equations makes it such that a large 

range of possible solutions are essentially indistinguishable.  Therefore, another approach 

had to be taken to apply the adhesive, thin film model to the nano-indentation data. 

The problem presented above was resolved through the use of a recursive, 

approximation scheme.  First, the indentation and was approximated for every point 

within the force-curve using the JKR model and the methodology described above.  

Additionally, the surface energy was also estimated using the JKR model.  Then, the 

system of equations from a single data point was represented in as a matrix equation of 

the form bxA
rr

= . 
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The pseudo-singular nature of the equations means that the determinant of the 

matrix A  is near zero, making inversion and other matrix-solving techniques difficult 

and unstable.  However, by using Singular Value Decomposition, the singular part of the 

matrix can be removed and the solution reduced to 21 vvx
rrr

λ+= where onlyλ is unknown.  

An approximate solution was then be found by setting 0p equal to its value as determined 

by the JKR model and then solving for λ .   
 

 
00 ,2,10 pp vvp

rr
λ+=  (2.54) 

Here 
0, pxv

r
refers to the component of xv

r
 associated with 0p .  Once an approximation 

forλ was found, the contact radius was determined though  
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Subsequently, the elastic modulus was found using 
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This approximation was then refined through the implementation of a recursion scheme.  

Firstly,  
a

h
 and 0p were updated and used to find and solve a new lambda (see Equation 

2.54) equation.  The new value for λ was then used to update the contact radius, 

indentation and elastic modulus.  This process was repeated until convergence to a 

steady-state had been achieved, which occurred after 2-3 iterations. 

The entire recursive approximation scheme was applied to each individual data 

point within the force-curve, giving an estimate for the elastic modulus of the film 

associated with each point in the force-curve.  Then, the average of the collection of 

resulting elastic moduli was taken to be the best estimate for the elastic modulus of the 

sample for that force-curve.  This process was then repeated for the entire collection of 

force-curves.  The results were then grouped according to the thickness of the polymer to 

which they corresponded.  Finally, these results were averaged to give a best estimate for 

the elastic modulus of the sample polymer as a function of thickness as determined by the 

new adhesive, thin film model 
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Figure 17: A schematic diagram representing the recursive process used in the 
adhesive, thin film model.  In the blue boxes, the assumption of the contact 
pressure and resulting surface deformation give rise to an error function.  
Minimizing the sum of the square of the error over the contact region 
generates a pseudo-singular matrix equation that is a function of h/a.  The 
raw AFM data (grey) is composed of pairs of numbers corresponding to the 
change in indention and external load.  Using the JKR model, it is possible 
to estimate the total indentation, contact radius, and elastic constant (green). 
These values are used as initial estimates for h/a, the elastic constant, and p0 
(pink).  They are then combined with the simple linear equation from the 

simplified matrix equation to refine approximation for a, δ, and K (yellow).  
If further refinement is required, the process is repeated recursively until it 

converges to a best estimate for a, δ, and K (orange).   
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Experimental Results 

Within each force-curve, the data points were analyzed using both the JKR and 

adhesive, thin film models.  The elastic modulus was calculated for each point, an 

example of which is seen in Figure 18.  It can be seen that the JKR model, which has 

results depicted in red, does not give the same elastic modulus for each point in the force-

curve.  This is the result of effects from the underlying, rigid substrate, which are  
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Figure 18: The calculated elastic constant, K, determined by the JKR (red) and 
adhesive, thin film (green) models plotted for each point within a sample 
force-curve.  It can be seen that the JKR model does not yield a single value 
for the elastic modulus of the sample polymer.  The adhesive, thin film 
model, however, does provide a single value for the elastic modulus.  The 
points near the snap-to-contact point (n < ~50) are not expected to converge 
for the adhesive, thin film model.  This is the result of a divide-by-zero 
numerical singularity.    
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expected to increase with indentation, and indicates that the elastic half-space 

approximation used in the JKR model is invalid.  The new adhesive, thin film model, 

however, does produce a single value for the elastic modulus for the majority of points 

within the force-curve.  Data points associated with small external loading (n < ~50), are 

not expected to converge.  This is because the elastic modulus is calculated from 
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As the load approaches and passes through zero, the sum ∑
= +

'

n

i

i

p

0 21
 must do the same.  

Therefore, the results from points in the region are affected by a divide-by-zero 

singularity that serves to amplify any experimental or numerical errors.   

The best estimate for the elastic modulus of the film was acquired by averaging 

the results from the individual data points.  To avoid the divide by zero singularity, only  

data points (n > 75) were taken in the average.  Once the elastic modulus was calculated, 

it was possible to compare the model predictions to the experimental data, as seen in 

Figure 19.    As can be seen, the JKR model (red) provides a reasonable approximation, 

but does not exactly capture the indentation behavior.  The new adhesive, thin film model 

(green), as expected, provides a more accurate representation of the indenter, film 

interaction, because it accounts for both the effects of the underlying substrate and the 

presence of adhesion. 

After applying the JKR and adhesive, thin film model to the force-curves taken 

from films of different thickness, it is possible to plot the elastic modulus of the film 

derived from both models as a function of film thickness.  As seen in Figure 20, the 

elastic modulus derived from the JKR model has a wider scatter than the adhesive, thin  
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Figure 19: The external load calculated either from the AFM cantilever deflection or 
from the numerical models, plotted as a function of the indentation.  The 

original force-curve, shifted by an amount, δ0, (blue), is closely matched by 
the results from the adhesive, thin film combination model (green).  The 
results from the JKR model (red) do not adequately reproduce the 
experimental data. 

film model and generally becomes larger as the film thickness decreases.  The second 

effect is a compensation for the presence of the rigid substrate beneath the sample film 

that becomes more apparent as the film thickness is decreased.  The adhesive, thin film 

model, however, does not show this trend because it is able to satisfactorily account for 

the boundary conditions at the sample/substrate interface.  Additionally, in Figure 21, 

which shows the percent difference between the JKR and combination model results, it is 

seen that the combination model and JKR model appear to be converging for thick films.  

Also, as expected, the substrate effect becomes more pronounced as the film thickness  
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Figure 20: The elastic constant of the sample polymer plotted as a function of film 
thickness for JKR and adhesive, thin film combination models.  The dashed 
line represents the elastic constant determined from bulk measurements 

decreases.  Finally, because the value of the elastic constant found using the adhesive, 

thin film model is so similar to the bulk elastic modulus of this polymer, it seems that the 

new model is successfully capturing the indentation behavior and that sufficiently 

advanced continuum-based models are still effective in this thickness regime. 
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Figure 21: The ratio between the elastic constant determined by the adhesive, thin film 
and JKR models as a function of sample film thickness.  As expected, the 
ratio is largest for thin films and approaches one as the film thickness is 
increased.   
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Chapter 3:  The Application of Broadband Laser Interferometry to 
Immersion Lithography 

OVERVIEW 

As pressure to maintain Moore’s Law mounts on the semiconductor fabrication 

industry, innovative alternatives to conventional optical lithography are gaining 

mainstream industrial attention.  Immersion lithography is one such technology that is 

being evaluated as a way to print 45 nm features and below.  As mentioned above, 

immersion lithography incorporates a high refractive index liquid into the gap between 

the final lens element and the photoresist film.  The inclusion of this high index liquid 

would allow the numerical aperture to be increased beyond the physical limit of 1 for 

“dry” systems.  Doing so could have two possible beneficial effects.  First, if the 

numerical aperture (NA) of the lens system is changed, then the resolution can be 

improved.  Secondly, if the NA remains unaltered, the depth of focus will be enhanced.  

Although the basic idea of immersion lithography is relatively simple, it presents 

several technological challenges that must be overcome before it can be successfully 

implemented.  Among other considerations, in order to achieve satisfactory results the 

optical path length (OPL) between the lens and substrate must be held constant during the 

entire lithographic process.  The OPL of a cavity is given by the product of the cavity’s 

physical length, d, and the index of refraction, n, of the material within the cavity.  There 

are two main effects that act to change the OPL within the gap during the immersion 

lithography process.  First, the physical separation between the lens and substrate can 

change as they are moved relative to each other due to mechanical drift in the 

translational stages or imperfections in the substrate topology.  Secondly, as material is 

leeched from the substrate, the refractive index of the immersion fluid itself may change.  
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The successful development and ultimate implementation of many emerging 

technologies, including immersion lithography, would greatly benefit from the ability to 

reliably, precisely and quickly determine the OPL of small, nearly index-matched 

cavities.  It was shown that a system based on broadband laser interferometry can rapidly 

and accurately measure the OPL of small cavities, even in low signal-to-noise situations.  

Not only was it shown that such a system could detect changes in the OPL with very high 

precision, but additionally, it was estimated that by using specialized Fourier 

computational techniques, the measurement can be performed fast enough to allow it to 

control a servo-based feedback system that could maintain a constant OPL.  

BROADBA$D I$TERFEROMETRY 

Broadband interferometry is an experimental technique that can be used to 

determine the optical path length of a cavity that offers several advantages over 

alternative methods of OPL detection.  Previously demonstrated techniques for OPL 

determination,59,60,61 while high-precision, do not provide the necessary speed for use in 

servo applications.  Other alternatives, like monochromatic interferometry, also have 

disadvantageous properties, such as mode-hopping and providing relative rather than 

absolute measurements. 

In general, broadband interferometry utilizes broadband light that is impinged 

normally on the cavity.  Within the cavity the light undergoes multiple internal reflections 

as seen in Figure 22.  The resulting set of beams then interfere, constructively or 

destructively depending on their relative phase difference to one another, to alter, 

specifically to periodically modulate in wavenumber, the outgoing spectrum.  Clearly, the 

                                                 
59 Suematsu, M., and M. Takeda. “Wavelength-shift interferometry for distance measurements using the 
Fourier transform technique for fringe analysis,” Appl. Opt. 1991, Vol. 30, pp. 4046–4055 
60 Deck, L.L., “Multiple Surface Phase Shifting Interferometry,” Proc. SPIE, 2001, Vol. 4451, pp. 424–431 
61 Deck, L.L., “Fourier-transform phase-shifting interferometry,” Appl. Opt., 2003, Vol. 42, pp. 2354–2365 
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phase difference imparted to the various beams depends on the optical properties of the 

cavity, particularly its OPL.  The reflected or transmitted light is then captured, usually 

with a spectrometer, and its spectrum analyzed to provide information about the probed 

cavity, such as its OPL. 
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Figure 22: Ray tracing of beam incident on an optical cavity and the many resulting 
transmitted and reflected beams.   

Extracting the OPL from the captured spectrum requires understanding the optical 

interference that occurs within the cavity.  To begin, consider the cavity formed by two 

parallel partially reflecting surfaces.  Normally incident, monochromatic light will result 

in multiple back-reflected beams of varying orders, m, where m is the number of times 

the light is reflected back and forth within the cavity before escaping.  If the phase of the 

beam reflected from the first surface is defined as zero, the subsequently reflected beams 

will each be phase-shifted by an amount λπϕ /4 ndmm =  where n is the index of 

refraction within the cavity, d is the physical length of the cavity, and λ is the wavelength 
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of the light in a vacuum.  Now, to see how the information about the OPL can be 

extracted from the spectrum, consider the interference of the phase-shifted reflected 

beams.  Limiting the discussion to the strongest beams, the m = 0 and m = 1 beams with 

amplitudes 0a  and 1a , respectively, it can be shown that their measured intensity will be 

given by: 
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where k is the wavenumber, f0 = 2nd is the modulation frequency and the constants 0a , 

1a , RI ′  and RI ′′  account for the amplitude reflectivity and transmittivity of the surfaces 

and incorporate the π phase-shift upon reflection from a higher-index medium. 

For the full analysis, taking into account all the reflected and transmitted beams, 

the reflected electric field amplitude can be written as 
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and the transmitted electric field amplitude as 
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where δ is the phase difference given by the path length difference and is given by 
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Using Stokes’ Relations for reversible wave propagation and letting ∞→m , 

Equations 3.2 and 3.3 can be rewritten as 
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where R and T are the cavity reflectivity and transmittivity.  Furthermore, the reflected 

and transmitted intensities are given by 
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These relationships are often rewritten in terms of the cavity coefficient of finesse, F, 

given by 
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This substitution results in 
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which are known as the Airy’s formulas. 
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Figure 23: Airy’s formulas for transmission and reflection from an optical cavity 
plotted as a function of wavenumber for three values of the coefficient of 
finesse, F.  When the coefficient of finesse is small, meaning the reflectivity 
of the cavity surfaces is small, only the lowest order beams contribute and 
the final spectrum takes on the appearance predicted by the two-beam 
analysis.  The transmission and reflection spectrums are periodic in the 

wavenumber, k = 2π/λ. 

If the cavity reflectivity is small, the finesse will also be small and the equations 

for the reflected and transmitted light intensity can be approximated as 
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which display the behavior seen in the two-beam analysis above.  This simplification is 

expected because in low reflectivity situations only the lowest order beams will 

contribute to the final spectrum.  The transmission and reflection spectrum as a function 

of wavelength for three different finesses is shown in Figure 23.  

From Equations 3.1 and 3.10, it is obvious that the intensity spectrum varies 

periodically as a function of the wavenumber, k = 2π / λ.  It is apparent from the 

functional form of IR that for a given cavity OPL, nd, different wavelengths of light result 

in different reflected intensities.  If the incident light is not monochromatic but is instead 

a coherent broadband source such as a mode-locked laser, the broad spectrum of the 

reflected light will be modulated by the function ( )kI R , which has a modulation 

frequency equal to 2nd, twice the OPL.  Therefore, to determine the OPL, all that is 

needed is to determine the modulation frequency f0 from the data.  A spectrometer would 

record this modulated spectrum to be analyzed in order to determine the OPL of the 

cavity.  Using the Fourier transform,  
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∞
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−=ℑ dkifkkIkI RR exp  (3.13) 

the intensity spectrum is transformed into the space reciprocal to k, denoted by f, 

resulting in a DC peak and two sidebands at positive and negative values of the 

“frequency” ndff 20 == .  Thus, it is possible to determine the OPL directly from the 

position of this fundamental Fourier peak.  Because the intensity spectrum is periodic in 

wavenumber with units of length-1, the reciprocal space function found using the Fourier 

transform will have units of length.  It is important to note that because broadband 

interferometry utilizes multiple wavelengths of light simultaneously, it can determine the 

absolute value of the OPL, rather than just changes in it.  Monochromatic interferometry, 

on the other hand, simply detects changes in the reflected or transmitted intensity to 
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determine changes in the OPL.  However, because the intensity varies periodically with 

the OPL, only relative measurements are possible with that method.  Additionally, by 

applying special techniques to the data collection and processing steps, broadband 

interferometry can be made both extremely precise and fast, meaning that it is ideal for 

feed-back controlled servo applications.  Finally,  this technique was shown to function 

well is the low signal-to-noise regime associated with small surface reflectivities, which 

is precisely the situation found in immersion lithography due to the presence of the nearly 

index-matching fluid within the cavity. 

Measurement Limitations 

There are some theoretical limits on the OPL value that can be accurately 

measured with a given implementation of this technique.  These limits stem from the 

Nyquist sampling theorem and the measured spectral bandwidth.  Firstly, the Nyquist 

theorem states that a sampled signal and its spectrum can be completely reconstructed if 

it is sampled at a rate greater than twice the highest frequency present.  In this situation, 

that means for a given OPL, the spectrum must be sampled at a rate somewhat greater 

than twice the highest significant harmonic of the modulation frequency, 2nd.  The 

sampling rate of the modulated spectrum depends on the spectrometer and since a given 

spectrometer has diffraction limited or CCD limited resolution there will be a maximum 

measurable OPL.  Secondly, as the OPL decreases, the wavelength of the spectral 

modulation increases.  This causes problems when the OPL is so short that the 

modulation wavelength is larger than the sampled spectral bandwidth.  In the Fourier 

transform domain this can be seen as the modulation peak being located so close to the 

DC peak that it cannot be resolved.  The sampled bandwidth could be limited either by 

the spectrometer or the light source, thus a given measurement device will have a 

minimum resolvable OPL. 
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Experimental Methods and Materials 

A mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser, was used to illuminate a cavity formed by a 

fused silica optical window and a silicon wafer that was attached to a piezoelectric 

transducer (PZT), as shown in Figure 24.  This configuration for the cavity was chosen to  
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Figure 24: Experimental schematic: a broadband Ti:S laser is directed to a cavity 
formed by a silica window and silicon wafer.  The wafer is attached to a 
PZT that can change the spacing between the cavity surfaces.  The reflected 
light is directed to a spectrometer by a beamsplitter.  The recorded spectrum 
is then analyzed to determine the OPL.   

mimic that found in an immersion lithography tool, where the cavity will be formed by an 

optical lens and a silicon wafer.  The light reflected from the cavity was then redirected to 

a spectrometer by a beamsplitter.  The spectrometer was then used to collect and 

spectrally disperse the light reflected from the optical cavity, so that a 1024-point CCD 

could record the intensities.  The resulting intensity distribution was relayed to a 

computer, and subjected to Fourier analysis as described above, allowing the optical path 

length to be determined as a function of the piezo displacement and time. 

Data Collection 

The dependence of the Fourier peak position on the cavity OPL was demonstrated 

by changing the cavity length with the PZT and tracking the peak position.  The cavity 

length, nominally 0.75 mm, was changed by applying a voltage waveform to the PZT, 
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while the reflected light spectrum was continuously analyzed to follow the change in 

OPL.  Figure 27(a) shows the saw-tooth voltage applied to the PZT; the voltage is from 

9.3V to 27.7V because it was determined that the PZT behaved most linearly within this 

range. 

In order to illustrate the viability of this technique in low signal-to-noise (S/N) 

conditions, such as when the cavity is filled with a nearly index-matched fluid, similar 

tests were performed with the 0.75 mm cavity filled with water (n = 1.33).  Again, a saw-

tooth voltage was applied to the PZT while the change in OPL was tracked. 

DATA A$ALYSIS 

The light reflected from the test cavity was collected using a spectrometer.  The 

light was then spectrally dispersed and its intensity as a function of wavelength was 

recorded on a 1024-point CCD.  A typical spectrum from the reflected light, transformed 

to be a function of wavenumber k  = 2π / λ, is shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: A typical interference spectrum recorded by the spectrometer CCD, plotted 
versus wavenumber.  Note that the broadband spectrum is being modulated 
periodically due to the interference of the multiple reflected beams from the 

cavity.  The frequency of this modulation is given by ndff 20 == , or two 

times the OPL.  By determining the frequency of this modulation using 
Fourier analysis, the OPL of the cavity can be readily measured. 
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A representative Fourier transform of the reflected broadband spectrum is shown 

in Figure 26, where the peaks corresponding to the positive and negative cavity 

modulation frequency are clearly visible on either side of the DC peak.  Examining 

Figure 26, it can be seen that besides the DC peak and fundamental OPL peak there are 

no frequencies present, aliased or otherwise, thus the Nyquist limit is satisfied.  This 

means that experimental implementation used was not hindered by any of the limitations 

mentioned above. 
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Figure 26: The Fourier transform of the interference spectrum plotted versus 
modulation “frequency”.  Here the modulation “frequency” has units of 
length.  This is because the spectrum is periodic in wavenumber, which has 
units length-1.  Note that the only significant components are the DC peak 
and the two fundamental OPL peaks, which appear at a value corresponding 

to positive and negative ndff 20 == .  Because no other frequencies, 

aliased or otherwise, are present, the Nyquist limit is satisfied.   

For applications where speed is a critical issue one would like to perform the 

Fourier transform using an FFT algorithm.  This requires that the data points be 

equispaced in the independent variable.  Collecting the modulated spectrum using a 

spectrometer, however, introduces the complication that the data points are equispaced in 

wavelength rather than wavenumber or frequency.  Strictly speaking, the modulation of 
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the spectrum is not periodic in wavelength, even though at first glance that appears to be 

the case within a wavelength range much less than the average wavelength.  An 

interpolation scheme can be used to form a data set that is equispaced in wavenumber but 

this requires extra processing time that offsets the advantage of using the FFT.  

Additionally, an FFT would have resolution of only 1 point per ', where ' is the number 

of CCD pixels.  This would not be adequate for high precision OPL measurements unless 

the data is greatly zero-padded, which, of course, increases the computation time. 

Instead a non-equispaced discrete Fourier transform (NDFT) is employed. 
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In specific applications, like the one found here, this method conveys a number of 

benefits.  At the cost of computation time, it can have arbitrarily high reciprocal-space 

resolution, because the Nyquist theorem is satisfied for all frequencies present in the 

signal.  However, this computation time penalty may be offset by focusing only on the 

vicinity of the OPL Fourier peak.  This method is especially effective for servo 

applications where the OPL is to be held constant and thus the Fourier peak is not 

expected to move significantly.  It also precludes the need for the data to be interpolated 

to equispaced points which reduces computation time.  To calculate the NDFT at M 

points in the reciprocal space requires approximately O(M') complex operations, where 

' is the number of CCD pixels.  With commercial hardware the data processing is the 

speed limiting factor.  For M = 50 and ' = 2048, using a 1000 MFLOPS digital signal 

processor, it is estimated that the OPL can be measured at a rate of 1 kHz.   

Experimental Results 

In order to illustrate the dependence of the Fourier peak location on the cavity 

OPL, a saw-tooth voltage (see Figure 27(a)) was applied to the PZT in order to 
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predictably change the cavity size.  During this time, the reflected spectrum was 

collected, analyzed and the position of the Fourier peak was tracked relative to the  
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Figure 27: (a) The saw-tooth voltage waveform applied to the PZT as a function of 
time.  (b) The measured OPL of the air-filled cavity as a function of time 
(dots) with parabolic fit of central region (dashes).  (c) A histogram of the 
residuals from the parabolic fit of the measured OPL for the air-filled cavity 
with a standard deviation of 8.9 nm.  (d) The measured OPL of the water-
filled cavity as a function of time (dots) with parabolic fit of central region 
(dashes).  (e) A histogram of the residuals for the water-filled cavity with a 
standard deviation of 17.6 nm. 
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applied voltage.  Figure 27(b) shows the position of the Fourier peak as a function 

of time, as well as the applied voltage.  The PZT used in the experiment had a nominal 

expansion coefficient of 50 nm/Volt, meaning it should yield a 0.92 µm change in the 

cavity length over the applied voltage range.  From the change in position of the Fourier 

peak, an OPL variation of 0.910 µm was observed and is consistent with the expected 

change. 

To obtain a figure for the precision of this method of measurement, the central 

section of the saw-tooth in Figure 27(b) was fit by a parabola; a parabola was used to 

account for the slight non-linearity of the PZT.  The residuals from the fit are also plotted 

in a histogram in Figure 17(c).  The standard deviation is 8.9 nm, resulting in a 95% 

confidence range of ±17.8 nm while the cavity is in motion.  It should also be noted that 

the fit yields a value of 48.0 nm/Volt for the expansion coefficient of the PZT, which is 

again consistent with the expected behavior.  Similar analysis was done on the data 

acquired when the cavity was filled with water (n = 1.33), a nearly index matching fluid.  

As can be seen by comparing Figures 28(a) and 28(c), which show the modulated cavity 

spectrum with air and water in the cavity, respectively, the effect of this degree of index 

matching is to reduce the amplitude of the modulation by a factor of approximately 0.33.  

As mentioned above, a saw-tooth voltage was applied to the PZT while the change in 

OPL was tracked.  Figures 27(d) and 27(e) show the resulting OPL trace with parabolic 

fit and histogram of the residuals.  The standard deviation is 17.6 nm, resulting in a 95% 

confidence interval of ±35.2 nm. 

It should be noted that the increase in the peak-to-peak amplitude of the OPL 

trace and the width of the histogram is simply due to the scaling of the OPL and its 

fluctuations by the greater index of refraction of water.  This is apparent when 

considering the relative, rather than absolute, precision of the measurement.  Figures 
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28(b) and 28(d) are histograms of the relative residuals from the air- and water-filled 

cavities with standard deviations of 12 ppm and 17 ppm respectively.  Therefore, 

although the presence of water within the cavity reduced the S/N by a factor of 0.33, the 

relative uncertainty is the OPL determination remains nearly unchanged.  
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Figure 28: (a) A typical interference spectrum from an air-filled cavity.  (b) A 
histogram of residuals from the fit as in Fig. 27(c), but normalized to the 
value of the OPL, with a standard deviation of 12 ppm.  (c) A typical 
interference spectrum from a water-filled cavity.  The S/N ratio is reduced 
by a factor of 0.33 compared to the air-filled cavity.  (d) A histogram of 
OPL-normalized residuals as in (b) but for a water-filled cavity, with a 
standard deviation of 17 ppm, an increase of only a factor of 1.4. 
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Chapter 4:  Conclusions 

Lithography has long been a staple of the electronics fabrication industry, but 

increasing its capabilities to meet the ever growing demand for smaller and more 

affordable electronics requires new techniques and technological innovations.  

Throughout its history such advances have arrived in time to maintain Moore’s Law, 

doubling the number of transistors that can be inexpensively placed in an integrated 

circuit every two years.  Two important technologies that represent possible steps 

forward for lithographic fabrication are imprint and immersion lithography.  Imprint 

lithography differs from convention optical lithography in that it uses a prefabricated 

stamp to mechanically deform the etch barrier into the desired shape.  It is envisioned as 

a low-cost, high throughput alternative to optical processes.  Immersion lithography, on 

the other hand, is the next step for optical lithography tools.  The gap between the resist 

stack and the final lens element is filled with a high index fluid to improve the patterning 

resolution, without the costs associated with redesigning the optical systems for a 

different exposure wavelength.  Although both of these technologies offer significant 

benefits there are also obstacles that must be overcome to guarantee their successful 

implementation.   

Along with several other concerns, the thin etch barrier layer presents a problem.  

Some research has indicated that the mechanical properties of materials may depend on 

the size of the material sample considered.  To ensure that the etch barrier used in imprint 

lithography is able to withstand the stresses applied to them during and after the process, 

an experimental method is needed to precisely and repeatably measure the local 

mechanical properties of thin polymer films.  It has been shown that a mathematical 

model based on continuum mechanics that accounts for boundary conditions at the 
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sample substrate interface and the presence of addition between the indenter and film can 

accurately and reliably determine the local elastic modulus of such films using AFM 

nano-indentation.  Additionally, this model has be used to show that one candidate etch 

barrier formulation does not show any appreciable size-dependence in its elastic constant 

down to a thickness of 0.2 µm.   

 During the immersion lithography process, maintaining proper image focus 

requires that the OPL between the optical lens and substrate remain constant.  It has been 

shown that the OPL of a cavity can be determined, both accurately and quickly enough 

for use in a servo-based feedback system to maintain a constant OPL.  This measurement 

was achieved by tracking the Fourier transform of the reflected spectrum from a cavity 

illuminated with by a coherent broadband light source.  Because the reflected cavity 

spectrum varies periodically in wavenumber with a modulation frequency of twice the 

optical path length, its Fourier transform exhibits a strong peak at this frequency.  Special 

computational techniques were implemented to allow this peak to be quickly located and 

tracked, so that it could be used to control a feedback system that could maintain a 

constant optical path length between the lens and substrate. 

Both of these results offer solutions to problems associated with technologies that 

are important stepping-stones for the next generation of lithographic tools.  Additionally, 

they may facilitate progress in other areas of scientific research. 
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Appendices 

APPE$DIX A 

This is the C++ code to generate/solve the adhesive, thin film model.  The 

program is capable of solving both boundary condition options at the sample/substrate 

interface.  A variety of outputs, including solutions or matrices, is possible into .out and 

.dat files, and can be selected through use of commenting (// for single lines, and /* … */ 

for extended regions).  The format for execution is as follows:  ./combinationmodel.exe 

chen|slic n k start_h finish_h h_step tolerance, where chen|slic selects the boundary 

conditions, n is the number of terms in the series, k = 3-4ν, start_h is the first value of 

h/a, finish_h is the last value for h/a, h_step is the step size for h/a, and tolerance is a 

multiplying factor for the tolerances in the code.  Chen refers to the rigidly adhered 

boundary condition, while slic refers to the frictionless substrate situation.  Presently, n 

can be as high as 7 for the elastic terms, and the adhesive term can be included or 

removed again with commenting.  The adhesive term is currently labeled as n = 4.  The 

make file is included in Appendix C. 

 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <strstream> 
#include <fstream> 
#include "fun_param.h" 
 
 
#define SIZE  6 
#define USE_TAYLOR 1.2 
 
/* 
double end_loop  = 100.0; 
double alpha_step = 1.0; 
double r_step  = 0.05; 
double alpha_tol = 1.0e-8; 
double r_tol  = 1.0e-7; 
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*/ 
 
double end_loop  = 500.0; 
double alpha_step = 4.0; 
double r_step  = 0.05; 
double alpha_tol = 1.0e-8; 
double r_tol  = 1.0e-7; 
 
extern "C" double dgesv_( int *n, int *nrhs, double *mat, int *lda, 
  int *ipiv, double *b, int *ldb, int *info); 
 
extern double integrate( double (*fun) (double x, fun_param &p),  
  fun_param &p, double x_start, double x_end, 
  double tol, double step); 
 
extern void integration_stats(); 
extern double graph( double (*fun)(double x, fun_param &p), fun_param &p, 
  double x_start, double e_end); 
 
double (*uminus[6])(double alpha, fun_param &p); 
double (*uhertz[6])(fun_param &p); 
double (*bessel_hpart)(double alpha, fun_param &p); 
 
inline double bessel_hpart_chen(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double hpart; 
 double x = p.h*alpha; 
 if (x == 0.0) 
  hpart = (1.0+p.k)/4.0; 
 else { 
  double t1 = exp(-8.0*x); 
  double t2 = t1*p.k; 
  double t3 = exp(-4.0*x); 
  double t18 = t3*p.k; 
  double t25 = p.k*p.k; 
  double t28 = t3*t25; 
  double t31 = x*x; 
  double t32 = t3*t31; 
  double n = 2.0*t2+t18+2.0*t1*t25+t3+t28+8.0*t3*x+16.0*t32+t3*t25*p.k+ 
   8.0*t18*x+16.0*t18*t31; 
  double d = 4.0*p.k+4.0*t28+64.0*t32+4.0*t3+4.0*t2; 
  hpart = n/d; 
 } 
 return(j0(alpha*p.r)*hpart); 
} 
 
inline double bessel_hpart_slic(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double hpart; 
 double x = 2.0*p.h*alpha; 
 if (x == 0.0) 
  hpart = -0.5; 
 else if (x<1.0) { 
  double t1 = sinh(x); 
  hpart = t1*t1/(sinh(2.0*x)+2.0*x) -0.5; 
 } else { 
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  double t1 = exp(-4.0*x); 
  double t2 = exp(-2.0*x); 
  double t3 = t2*x; 
  double n  = t1-2.0*t3-t2; 
  double d  = 1.0-t1+4.0*t3; 
  hpart = n/d; 
 } 
 hpart *= -1.0*(1.0+p.k)/2.0; 
 return(j0(alpha*p.r)*hpart); 
} 
 
double uminus1(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double trig; 
 if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
  double t8 = alpha*alpha; 
  trig = -2.0*(alpha*cos(alpha)-sin(alpha))/t8/alpha; 
 } else { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t5 = t4*t4; 
  double t7 = t5*t5; 
  trig = 2.0/3.0-t4/15.0+t5/420.0-t5*t4/22680.0+t7/1995840.0; 
 } 
 trig *= 0.5; 
 return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig); 
} 
 
double uminus2(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double trig; 
 if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
  double t6 = sin(alpha); 
  double t7 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t13 = t7*t7; 
  trig = -6.0*(3.0*alpha*cos(alpha)-3.0*t6+t7*t6)/t13/alpha; 
 } else { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t5 = t4*t4; 
  double t7 = t5*t5; 
  trig = 2.0/5.0-t4/35.0+t5/1260.0-t5*t4/83160.0+t7/8648640.0; 
 } 
 trig *= 0.5; 
 return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig); 
} 
 
double uminus3(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double trig; 
 if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t5 = t4*alpha; 
  double t6 = t4*t4; 
  double t11 = cos(alpha); 
  double t19 = sin(alpha); 
  trig = 30.0/t6/t5*(-15.0*alpha*t11+t5*t11+15.0*t19-6.0*t4*t19); 
 } else { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
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  double t5 = t4*t4; 
  double t7 = t5*t5; 
  trig = 2.0/7.0-t4/63.0+t5/2772.0-t5*t4/216216.0+t7/25945920.0; 
 } 
 trig *= 0.5; 
 return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig); 
} 
 
 
double uminus4(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double trig; 
 if (alpha >USE_TAYLOR) { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t5 = t4*t4; 
  double t6 = t5*t5; 
  double t11 = cos(alpha); 
  double t22 = sin(alpha); 
  trig = (210.0/t6/alpha)*(-105.0*alpha*t11+10.0*t4*alpha*t11+105.0*t22-
45.0*t4*t22+t5*t22); 
 } else { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t5 = t4*t4; 
  double t7 = t5*t5; 
  trig = 2.0/9.0-t4/99.0+t5/5148.0-t5*t4/463320.0+t7/63011520.0; 
 } 
 trig *= 0.5; 
 return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig ); 
} 
 
 
double uminus5(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
 double trig; 
 if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
  double t4 = cos(alpha); 
  double t6 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t7 = t6*alpha; 
  double t11 = t6*t6; 
  double t19 = sin(alpha); 
  double t26 = t11*t11; 
  trig = -1890.0*(945.0*t4*alpha-105.0*t7*t4+t4*alpha*t11-945.0*t19+420.0*t6*t19-
15.0*t11*t19)/t26/t7; 
 } else { 
  double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
  double t5 = t4*t4; 
  double t7 = t5*t5; 
  trig = 2.0/11.0-t4/143.0+t5/8580.0-t5*t4/875160.0+t7/133024320.0; 
 } 
 trig *= 0.5; 
 return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig ); 
} 
/* 
double uminus6(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
        double trig; 
        if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
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          double t4 = cos(alpha); 
          double t6 = sin(alpha); 
          double t7 = alpha*alpha; 
          double t8 = t7*t7; 
          double t9 = t8*t8; 
          trig = -20790.0*(21*alpha*(495.0-60.0*t7+t8)*t4+(-10395.0+4725.0*t7-
210.0*t8+t7*t8)*t6)/t9/t8/alpha; 
        } else { 
          double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
          double t5 = t4*t4; 
          double t6 = t5*t5; 
          trig = 2.0/13.0-t4/195.0+t5/13260.0-t4*t5/1511640.0+t6/253955520.0+t6*t4/58409769600.0; 
        } 
        trig *= 0.5; 
        return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig ); 
} 
 
double uminus7(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
        double trig; 
        if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
          double t4 = cos(alpha); 
          double t6 = sin(alpha); 
          double t7 = alpha*alpha; 
          double t8 = t7*t7; 
          double t9 = t8*t8; 
          trig = 270270.0*(alpha*(-135135.0+17325.0*t7-378.0*t8+t7*t8)*t4-7.0*(-19305.0+8910.0*t7-
450.0*t8+4.0*t7*t8)*t6)/t9/t8/t7/alpha; 
        } else { 
          double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
          double t5 = t4*t4; 
          double t6 = t5*t5; 
          trig = 2.0/15.0-t4/255.0+t5/19380.0-t5*t4/2441880.0+t6/449305920.0-t6*t4/112326480000.0; 
        } 
        trig *= 0.5; 
        return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig ); 
} 
*/ 
/*this is the added adhesive term in the series*/ 
/* 
double uminus4(double alpha, fun_param &p) { 
  double trig; 
  if (alpha > USE_TAYLOR) { 
    trig = 2.0*sin(alpha)/alpha; 
  } else { 
    double t4 = alpha*alpha; 
    double t5 = t4*t4; 
    double t7 = t5*t5; 
    trig = 2.0-t4/3.0+t5/60.0-t4*t5/2520.0+t7/181440.0-t7*t4/19958400.0; 
  } 
  trig *= 0.5; 
  return( bessel_hpart(alpha, p)*trig ); 
} 
*/ 
double uhertz1(fun_param &p) { 
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 double answer; 
 answer = (-1.0/8.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(1.0-p.r*p.r/2.0); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
 
double uhertz2(fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 answer = (-3.0/32.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(1.0-p.r*p.r+3.0*pow(p.r,4)/8.0); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
 
double uhertz3(fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 answer = (-5.0/64.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(1.0-3.0*p.r*p.r/2.0+9.0*pow(p.r,4)/8.0-
5*pow(p.r,6)/16.0); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
 
 
double uhertz4(fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 answer = (-35.0/512.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(1.0-2.0*p.r*p.r+9.0*pow(p.r,4)/4.0-
5.0*pow(p.r,6)/4.0+35.0*pow(p.r,8)/128.0); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
 
 
double uhertz5(fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 answer = (-63.0/1024.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(1.0-5.0*p.r*p.r/2.0+15.0*pow(p.r,4)/4.0-
25.0*pow(p.r,6)/8.0+175.0*pow(p.r,8)/128.0-63.0*pow(p.r,10)/256.0); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
/* 
double uhertz6(fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 answer = (-231.0/4194304.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(1024.0-3072.0*p.r*p.r+5760.0*pow(p.r,4)-
6400.0*pow(p.r,6)+4200.0*pow(p.r,8)-1512.0*pow(p.r,10)+231.0*pow(p.r,12)); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
 
double uhertz7(fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 answer = (-429.0/16777216.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*(2048.0-7168.0*p.r*p.r+16128.0*pow(p.r,4)-
22400.0*pow(p.r,6)+19600.0*pow(p.r,8)-10584.0*pow(p.r,10)+3234.0*pow(p.r,12)-429.0*pow(p.r,14)); 
 return(answer/2.0); 
} 
*/ 
/* this is again from the added adhesive term */ 
/* 
double uhertz4(fun_param &p) { 
  double answer; 
  answer = (-1.0/4.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI; 
  return(answer/2.0); 
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} 
*/ 
double r3umin(double r, fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 p.r = r; 
 answer = integrate(uminus[p.i],p,0.0,end_loop,alpha_tol,alpha_step); 
 answer *= r*r*r; 
 return(answer); 
} 
 
double rumin(double r, fun_param &p) { 
 double answer; 
 p.r = r; 
 answer = integrate(uminus[p.i],p,0.0,end_loop,alpha_tol,alpha_step); 
 answer *= r; 
 return(answer); 
} 
 
double rumin_ij(double r, fun_param &p) { 
 double answer, answeri, answerj; 
 p.r = r; 
 answeri = integrate(uminus[p.i],p,0.0,end_loop,alpha_tol,alpha_step); 
 if (p.j == p.i) 
  answerj = answeri; 
 else 
  answerj = integrate(uminus[p.j],p,0.0,end_loop,alpha_tol,alpha_step); 
 answer = answeri*answerj + ((uhertz[p.j])(p))*answeri + ((uhertz[p.i])(p))*answerj; 
 answer *= r; 
 return(answer); 
} 
 
void add_corrections(double *mat, double *rvect, fun_param &p, int n) { 
 double r3u[SIZE]; 
 double r1u[SIZE]; 
 double rij[SIZE][SIZE]; 
 r3u[1] =  (      1.0/              48.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 r3u[2] =  (    25.0/          2048.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 r3u[3] =  (    35.0/          4096.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 r3u[4] =  (1715.0/      262144.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
         r3u[5] =  (  693.0/      131072.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
        //r3u[6] = (297297.0/  67108864.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
        //r3u[7] = (511225.0/134217728.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
        /* another adhesive change */ 
        //r3u[4] = (          1.0/              16.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 
 r1u[1] =  (         3.0/             64.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 r1u[2] =  (       15.0/           512.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 r1u[3] =  (     175.0/         8192.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
 r1u[4] =  (   2205.0/     131072.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
         r1u[5] = (14553.0/    1048576.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
        //r1u[6] = (     99099.0/    8388608.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
        //r1u[7] = ( 2760615.0/268435456.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
        /* another adhesive change */ 
        //r1u[4] = (             1.0/                8.0)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI/2.0; 
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 rij[1][1] = (                   7.0/                       1536.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[1][2] = (                 95.0/                     32768.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[1][3] = (                 35.0/                     16384.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
         rij[1][4] = (            7105.0/                  4194304.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
         rij[1][5] = (         11781.0/                  8388608.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[1][6] = (          1288127.0/            1073741824.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[1][7] = (          1124695.0/            1073741824.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0;  
 rij[2][2] = (            1221.0/                    655360.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[2][3] = (            1449.0/                  1048576.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[2][4] = (          36939.0/                33554432.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
         rij[2][5] = (        983367.0/            1073741824.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[2][6] = (          1684683.0/            2147483648.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[2][7] = (        58954467.0/          85899345920.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[3][3] = (          15115.0/                14680064.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[3][4] = (        883695.0/            1073741824.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
         rij[3][5] = (        737055.0/            1073741824.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[3][6] = (        10122255.0/          17179869184.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[3][7] = (        17740437.0/          34359738368.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 rij[4][4] = (    50987545.0/          77309411328.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
         rij[4][5] = (    37877455.0/          68719476736.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[4][6] = (      260515255.0/        549755813888.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[4][7] = (  10972704743.0/    26388279066624.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
         rij[5][5] = (  697547151.0/      1511828488192.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[5][6] = (    3493813869.0/      8796093022208.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[5][7] = (      383647173.0/      1099511627776.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[6][6] = (156575206557.0/  457396837154816.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[6][7] = (  84722662101.0/  281474976710656.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[7][7] = (745553434769.0/2814749767106560.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        /* several adhesive changes */ 
        //rij[1][4] = (                      3.0/                          256.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[2][4] = (                    15.0/                        2048.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[3][4] = (                  175.0/                      32768.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[4][4] = (                2205.0/                    524288.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[5][5] = (              14553.0/                  4194304.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[6][8] = (              99099.0/                33554432.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[7][8] = (          2760615.0/            1073741824.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
        //rij[4][4] = (                      1.0/                            32.0)*(1.0+p.k)*(1.0+p.k)*M_PI*M_PI/4.0; 
 
                                       
 for(int i=1; i<n; i++) 
            rvect[i] -= 0.5*r1u[i]; 
            //rvect[i] += 4.0*r1u[i]/(1.0+p.k); 
          //for(int i=1; i<n; i++) 
          //rvect[i] *= 16.0/(1.0+p.k); 
 for(int j=1; j<n; j++) 
  mat[j*n] -= 6.0*r3u[j]; 
 for(int i=1; i<n; i++) 
  for(int j=i; j<n; j++) 
                    mat[j*n+i] +=0.25*rij[i][j]; 
                    //mat[j*n+i] -= 4.0*0.5*rij[i][j]/(1.0+p.k); 
          //for(int i=1; i<n; i++) 
           //for(int j=i; j<n; j++) 
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           //mat[j*n+i] *= 16.0/(1.0+p.k); 
} 
 
void 
usage(const char *progname) { 
  std::cout << "usage: " << progname << " {chen|slic} n k" << std::endl; 
  std::cout << "where n is the size of the matrix, n <= " << SIZE << std::endl; 
  exit(1); 
} 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) { 
 fun_param p; 
 int n; 
 if (argc < 4) {usage(argv[0]);} 
 if (strcmp(argv[1],"chen") && 
  strcmp(argv [1],"slic")) {usage(argv[0]);} 
 if (!strcmp(argv[1],"chen")) { 
  bessel_hpart = bessel_hpart_chen; 
 } else { 
  bessel_hpart = bessel_hpart_slic; 
 } 
 n = atoi(argv[2]); 
 p.k = atof(argv[3]); 
 double dh = 0.005; 
 double hstart = 0.05; 
 double hend = 1.0; 
 if (argc >= 7) { 
  hstart = atof(argv[4]); 
  hend = atof(argv[5]); 
  dh = atof(argv[6]); 
 } 
 if (argc == 8) { 
  double tol = atof(argv[7]); 
  alpha_tol *= tol; 
  r_tol *= tol; 
 } 
 /*std::cout << argv[1] << " n = " << n << " k = " << p.k 
      << " hstart = " << hstart << " hend = " << hend << " dh = " 
      << dh << std::endl;*/ 
 std::cout.precision(10); 
 
 const  int length = 80; 
 char filename[length]; 
 std::strstream sout(filename,length); 
 sout.seekp(0); 
 sout << argv[1] << "." << n << "." << p.k << ".dat" << std::ends; 
 std::ofstream out(filename); 
 if (!out) { 
  std::cerr << "Failed to open" << filename << std::endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 out.precision(10); 
 
 uminus[1] = uminus1; 
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 uminus[2] = uminus2; 
 uminus[3] = uminus3; 
 uminus[4] = uminus4; 
         uminus[5] = uminus5; 
        //uminus[6] = uminus6; 
        //uminus[7] = uminus7; 
        //uminus[8] = uminus8; 
   
 uhertz[1] = uhertz1; 
 uhertz[2] = uhertz2; 
 uhertz[3] = uhertz3; 
 uhertz[4] = uhertz4; 
         uhertz[5] = uhertz5; 
        //uhertz[6] = uhertz6; 
        //uhertz[7] = uhertz7; 
        //uhertz[8] = uhertz8; 
  
 double mat[SIZE*SIZE]; 
 double rvect[SIZE]; 
  
 /*std::cout << "# atol = " << alpha_tol << " r_tol = " << r_tol 
      << " astep = " << alpha_step << " rstep = " 
      << r_step << " amax = " << end_loop << std::endl;*/ 
 /*out  << "# atol = " << alpha_tol << " r_tol = " << r_tol 
      << " astep = " << alpha_step << " rstep = " 
      << r_step << " amax = " << end_loop << std::endl;*/ 
 
 for (p.h = hstart; p.h <= hend; p.h += dh) { 
          //std::cout << "#"; 
  for(int j=0; j<n; j++) { 
   if (j == 0) 
    rvect[j] = 3.0; 
   else { 
    p.i = j; 
    double integral = integrate(rumin,p,0.0,1.0,r_tol,r_step); 
                                rvect[j] = 0.5*integral; 
                                //rvect[j] = 0.0; 
                                //rvect[j] = integral; 
    //rvect[j] = -4.0*integral/(1.0+p.k); 
    //std::cout << "&"; 
                                std::cout.flush(); 
   } 
  } 
 
  for (int i=0; i<n; i++) { 
   for(int j=i; j<n; j++) { 
    if (i == 0 && j == 0) 
     mat[j*n+i] = 2.0; 
    else if (i == 0) { 
     p.i = j; 
     double integral = integrate(r3umin,p,0.0,1.0,r_tol,r_step); 
                                        //mat[j*n+i]=0.0; 
                                        //mat[j*n+i] = integral; 
     mat[j*n+i] = 6.0*integral; 
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     //std::cout << "&"; 
                                        std::cout.flush(); 
    } else { 
     p.i = i; 
     p.j = j; 
     double integral = integrate(rumin_ij,p,0.0,1.0,r_tol,r_step); 
                                        mat[j*n+i] =0.25*integral; 
                                        //mat[j*n+i] = integral; 
                                        //mat[j*n+i] = 0.0; 
     //mat[j*n+i] = -4.0*0.5*integral/(1.0+p.k); 
     //std::cout << "&"; 
                                        std::cout.flush(); 
    } 
   } 
                } 
 
  add_corrections(mat, rvect, p, n); 
 
  for(int i=1; i<n; i++) { 
   for(int j=0; j<i; j++) { 
    if(j==0) 
                                  mat[j*n+i]=mat[i*n+j]/12.0; 
                                  //mat[j*n+i] = -4.0*mat[i*n+j]/6.0/(1.0+p.k); 
    else 
                                  mat[j*n+i] = mat[i*n+j]; 
                                  //mat[j*n+i] = mat[i*n+j]; 
   } 
  } 
                /* 
                std::cout << " " << mat[0] << " " << mat[3] << " " << mat[6] << " " << rvect[0] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[1] << " " << mat[4] << " " << mat[7] << " " << rvect[1] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[2] << " " << mat[5] << " " << mat[8] << " " << rvect[2] << std::endl; 
                */ 
                /* 
                std::cout << " " << mat[0] << " " << mat[4] << " " << mat[8] << " " << mat[12] << " " << 
rvect[0] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[1] << " " << mat[5] << " " << mat[9] << " " << mat[13] << " " << 
rvect[1] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[2] << " " << mat[6] << " " << mat[10] << " " << mat[14] << " " << 
rvect[2] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[3] << " " << mat[7] << " " << mat[11] << " " << mat[15] << " " << 
rvect[3] << std::endl; 
                */ 
                 
                //std::cout << " " << p.h << std::endl; 
                /* 
                std::cout << " " << mat[0] << " " << mat[5] << " " << mat[10] << " " << mat[15] << " " << 
mat[20] << " " << rvect[0] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[1] << " " << mat[6] << " " << mat[11] << " " << mat[16] << " " << 
mat[21] << " " << rvect[1] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[2] << " " << mat[7] << " " << mat[12] << " " << mat[17] << " " << 
mat[22] << " " << rvect[2] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[3] << " " << mat[8] << " " << mat[13] << " " << mat[18] << " " << 
mat[23] << " " << rvect[3] << std::endl; 
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                std::cout << " " << mat[4] << " " << mat[9] << " " << mat[14] << " " << mat[19] << " " << 
mat[24] << " " << rvect[4] << std::endl; 
                */ 
                //std::cout << std::endl; 
                 
                /* 
                //std::cout << p.h << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[0] << " " << mat [6] << " " << mat[12] << " " << mat[18] << " " << 
mat[24] << " " << mat[30] << " " << rvect[0] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[1] << " " << mat [7] << " " << mat[13] << " " << mat[19] << " " << 
mat[25] << " " << mat[31] << " " << rvect[1] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[2] << " " << mat [8] << " " << mat[14] << " " << mat[20] << " " << 
mat[26] << " " << mat[32] << " " << rvect[2] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[3] << " " << mat [9] << " " << mat[15] << " " << mat[21] << " " << 
mat[27] << " " << mat[33] << " " << rvect[3] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[4] << " " << mat [10] << " " << mat[16] << " " << mat[22] << " " << 
mat[28] << " " << mat[34] << " " << rvect[4] << std::endl; 
                std::cout << " " << mat[5] << " " << mat [11] << " " << mat[17] << " " << mat[23] << " " << 
mat[29] << " " << mat[35] << " " << rvect[5] << std::endl; 
                */ 
  { 
   int ipiv[SIZE]; 
   int nrhs = 1; 
   int lda  = n; 
   int ldb  = n; 
   int info = 0; 
   dgesv_(&n, &nrhs, &mat[0], &lda, &ipiv[0], &rvect[0], &ldb, &info); 
   if (info!=0) 
    std::cout << "error in dgesv, info = " << info << std::endl; 
  } 
 
  double myR = 1.0; 
  double one_minus_nu = (1.0+p.k)/4.0; 
  double delta = 1.0/(2.0*myR*rvect[0]); 
  { 
   double remainder = 0.0; 
   for(int i=1; i<n; i++) { 
    remainder += -(rvect[i]/2.0)/(2.0*i+1.0); 
          } 
   remainder *= one_minus_nu; 
                        /* 
                        std::cout << " " << rvect[0] << std::endl; 
                        std::cout << " " << rvect[1] << std::endl; 
                        std::cout << " " << rvect[2] << std::endl; 
                        */ 
                        std::cout << p.h << " " << rvect[0] << " " << remainder << std::endl; 
   double aha = sqrt(2.0*rvect[0]); 
   double deltRh = 1.0/(8.0*rvect[0]*p.h*p.h); 
   double aah = aha; 
   double KKH = (4.0/(3.0*M_PI))/remainder/aha; 
                        out << deltRh << " " << aah << " " << KKH <<std::endl; 
   //out << rvect[0] << " " << deltRh << " " << aah << " " << KKH << std::endl; 
  } 
                //std::cout << " "; 
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                for (p.r=-1.25; p.r<1.25;p.r+=0.05){ 
                  double disp = 0.0; 
                  disp += integrate(uminus[2],p,0.0,end_loop,alpha_tol,alpha_step); 
                  //std::cout << disp << " "; 
                } 
                //std::cout << std::endl; 
  if (0) { 
              // std::cout << "# error " << std::endl; 
   for (p.r=-1.25; p.r<1.25; p.r+=0.05) { 
    double disp = 0.0; 
    for (int i=1; i<n; i++) { 
     double p_i = rvect[i]/(2.0*one_minus_nu); 
     disp += 
p_i*(integrate(uminus[i],p,0.0,end_loop,alpha_tol,alpha_step) + uhertz[i](p)); 
    } 
    disp *= delta; 
    double tip = delta - p.r*p.r/(2.0*myR); 
    std::cout << disp << " "; 
   } 
                        std::cout << std::endl; 
  } 
 } 
}  
 

APPE$DIX B 

The is the c++ code for the integration routine. 

 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "fun_param.h" 
 
static int max_level_used = 0; 
 
double integrate( double (*fun) (double x, fun_param &p), fun_param &p, 
   double x_start, double x_end, double tol, double step_size) { 
 int i; 
 int max_level=50; 
 double a, b; 
 double m, h; 
 double i1, i2; 
 double fa, fm, fb; 
 double global_integral; 
 double local_integral; 
 
 int level  = 0; 
 double *store_b = new double[max_level]; 
 double *store_fb = new double[max_level]; 
 for(i=0; i<max_level; i++) { 
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  store_b[i] = 0.0; 
  store_fb[i] = 0.0; 
 } 
 
 global_integral  = 0.0; 
        /* note double intialization in first clause of for loop */ 
 for(i=0,a=x_start; a<x_end;i++) { 
  local_integral = 0.0; 
  a = x_start+i*step_size; 
  b = a + step_size; 
  if (b> x_end) 
   b = x_end; 
  fa = (*fun) (a,p); 
  fb = (*fun) (b,p); 
  level = 0; 
  while(level>=0) { 
   m = 0.5*(a+b); 
   fm = (*fun) (m,p); 
   h = b-a; 
   i1 = 0.5*h*(fa + fb); 
   i2 = 0.5*(i1 + fm*h); 
   if(fabs(i2-i1)/3.0 < tol) { 
    local_integral += (4.0*i2 -i1)/3.0; 
    fa = fb; 
    fb = store_fb[level]; 
    a = b; 
    b = store_b[level]; 
    level--; 
   } else { 
    level++; 
    if(level > max_level_used) 
     max_level_used = level; 
    if(level >= max_level) { 
     cout << "# Error: required too many recursive levels..." << 
endl; 
     cout << "# (a,b) = (" << a << "," << b << ")" << endl; 
     exit(1); 
    } 
   store_fb[level] = fb; 
   fb = fm; 
   store_b[level] = b; 
   b = m; 
   } 
  } 
  global_integral += local_integral; 
 } 
 delete store_b; 
 delete store_fb; 
 return(global_integral); 
} 
 
void integration_stats() { 
 cout << "maximum level of recursion = " << max_level_used << endl; 
} 
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double graph(double (*fun) (double x, fun_param &p), fun_param &p, double x_start, double x_end) { 
 static int integral_num = -5; 
 static ofstream out("temp.dat"); 
 double x; 
 double dx = (x_end - x_start) *0.005; 
 double dx0 = 1.0e-6 *dx; 
 
 integral_num++; 
 cout << "# integral number " << integral_num << endl; 
 out << "# integral number " << integral_num << endl; 
 for(x=x_start; x < x_start+dx; dx0 *= 2.0, x += dx0) 
  out << x << " " << fun(x,p) << endl; 
 for(; x<x_end; x += dx) 
  out << x << " " << fun(x,p) << endl; 
 dx0 = 1.0e-6*dx; 
 for(x=x_end; x>x_end-dx; dx0 *= 2.0, x -=dx0) 
  out << x << " " << fun(x,p) << endl; 
 out << "  " << endl; 
 return(0.0); 
}  

APPE$DIX C 

This is the make file used for compilation. 

 
###################################################################### 
# 
# Makefile for combo model 
# 
####################################################################### 
 
# Name the .exe 
PROJNAME     = combinationmodel 
EXENAME      = ${PROJNAME} 
HEADERS  =  
SRCS  = combinationmodel.c++ integrate.c++ 
OBJS  = $(patsubst %.c, %.o, $(patsubst %.c++, %.o, $(SRCS))) 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
# Compiler info 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# What is the name of our C compiler? 
CC           = g++ 
 
# Where does ATLAS, BLAS, etc. live? 
ATLAS        =  
BLAS         = -lblas_clapack  
LAPACK      = -llapack_clapack -ltmglib_clapack 
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F77          = -lI77_clapack -lF77_clapack  
 
# Where do our libraries live?  
LIBDIRS      = -L/usr/local/lib -L/usr/lib  
# Which ones must we load? 
LIBS         = $(LIBDIRS) -lm -lg2c -lstdc++\ 
        $(LAPACK) $(BLAS) $(F77) 
 
# Where do our includes live? 
INCLUDE_DIRS =  -I${PWD} -I/usr/include 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
#   Compiler flags to enable/disable warnings. 
#   Good practice demands all possible warnings and pragmas to 
#     silence warnings near sketchy code 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
CFLAGS_LINT   = -W -Wall -Wno-unused -Wpointer-arith -Wshadow    \ 
                -Wcast-qual -Wcast-align -Winline                \ 
                -Wconversion  
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
# Compiler flags to control debugging and profiling information 
#  
# -g            enables debug symbols 
# -pg -a        enables profiling. 
# 
# Add/Comment out following two lines to (en/dis)able 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# CFLAGS_PROF  = -pg -fprofile-arcs -fbranch-probabilities -ftest-coverage 
# CFLAGS_DEBUG = -g 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
# Compiler flags to control level of optimization 
# 
# -O2           enables moderate optimization 
# -O3           enables aggressive optimization; makes debug suck. 
# -O6           "...But this one goes to _six_!" 
#        
# See also  
# -fprefetch-loop-arrays        Prefetch memory for loops over large arrays. 
# -fschedule-insns2             good for procs w/ few regs. 
# -fomit-frame-pointer          avoids some overhead; debugging impossible  
# -pipe 
# 
# See http://freshmeat.net/articles/view/730/ 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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CFLAGS_OPT   = -O3 -funroll-loops -ffast-math -pipe \ 
        -fprefetch-loop-arrays -fschedule-insns2 -fomit-frame-pointer 
 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
# Compiler flags to hint about the target architecture. 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#generically desirable for i386 
CFLAGS_ARCH_I386 = -malign-double -mfancy-math-387 -mhard-float 
# i686 
CFLAGS_ARCH_I686 := $(CFLAGS_ARCH_I386) \ 
                    -march=i686      -mfpmath=sse -msse -mmmx -msse2   
# See also 
#  -msse -mmmx -msse2 
 
# For athlon-mp machines 
CFLAGS_ARCH_ATHL := $(CFLAGS_ARCH_I386)  \ 
                    -march=athlon-mp -mfpmath=sse -msse -mmmx -m3dnow  
# See also 
# -msse -mmmx -m3dnow 
# -mfpmath=sse,387 (use with care; see man gcc) 
 
CFLAGS_ARCH      = $(CFLAGS_ARCH_I686) 
 
CFLAGS     = ${INCLUDE_DIRS} $(LIBDIRS)                   \ 
      $(CFLAGS_LINT)                               \ 
             $(CFLAGS_ARCH)  $(CFLAGS_OPT)                \ 
             $(CFLAGS_DEBUG) # $(CFLAGS_PROF) 
 
export CC CFLAGS LIBS INCLUDE_DIRS CFLAGS 
 
 
###################################################################### 
# 
# This actually gets shit done 
# 
###################################################################### 
 
.PHONY: all 
all: $(EXENAME) 
 
$(EXENAME): $(OBJS) 
 $(CC) -o $(EXENAME)  $(OBJS) $(LIBS) $(CFLAGS) 
 
$(OBJS):    %.o: %.c++ $(HEADERS) 
 $(CC) -o $@ -c $<     $(CFLAGS)  
 
###################################################################### 
# 
# Clean 
# (A dash before rule, e.g. -rm,  means ignore return status) 
# 
###################################################################### 
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.PHONY: clean 
clean:  
 -rm -f $(EXENAME) $(EXENAME).exe *.o 
 
.PHONY: remake 
remake: clean all 
 
###################################################################### 
# 
# Tags 
# 
###################################################################### 
 
tags: TAGSEXCL=$(addprefix --exclude=, $(wildcard cfg/*lex.yy.c)) 
tags: *.c++ *.h Makefile 
 etags $(HEADERS) $(SRCS) 
 
###################################################################### 
# 
# Archive 
# 
###################################################################### 
 
.PHONY: archive 
archive: ARCHNAME=$(shell date +$(PROJNAME)"%Y-%b%d-%H%M.tgz") 
archive: ARCHEXCL=$(addprefix --exclude=, \ 
 "*.o" $(EXENAME) "*.exe" "TAGS" "*~" "*.ps" "*.out") 
archive: 
 tar -cvz . $(ARCHEXCL) -f ../archive/$(ARCHNAME) 
 
 
###################################################################### 
# 
# Code Dump 
# 
################################################################## 
ENSCRIPT      = enscript 
ENSCR_FLAGS   = -p- -T2  
ENSCR_C_FLAGS = $(ENSCR_FLAGS) -Ec 
PSNUP  = psnup -nup 2 -pletter 
 
.PHONY: enscript 
enscript:       $(SRCS) $(HEADERS) 
 $(ENSCRIPT) $(ENSCR_C_FLAGS) $^     | $(PSNUP) > $@ 
 
###################################################################### 
# 
# For testing Makefile 
# 
####################################################################### 
 
.PHONY: debug 
debug: 
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 @echo "--------------------------------------------------------" 
 @echo "  CC  CFLAGS  OBJS  PWD EXENAME PROJNAME  " 
 @echo $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(OBJS) ${PWD} $(EXENAME) $(PROJNAME) 

APPE$DIX D 

This is the Mathematica code to solve the adhesive, thin film model. 

 
 Input Parameters 
 

R=2.5;(*Beadradiusofcurvature(microns)*)  
sK=15.9;(*Cantileverspringconstant(N/m)*) 
hH=0.234;(*Samplethickness(microns)*) 
c=-10.321;(*Piezocalibration*) 
vOffSet=0.03204;(*noncontactvoltage(V)*) 
firstPoint=300;(*snap-to-contactdatapointnumber*) 

γ=9.33826*10^(-9);(*JKRsurfaceenergy*) 
 
 Force Curve Manipulation 
 
 rawForceCurveData=Import["..filelocation..","CSV"];(*datafileimport* )  
piezoDistance[k_]:=Extract[rawForceCurveData,{k,2}]  
distance[k_]:=-(piezoDistance[k]-contactPoint) 
voltage[k_]:=Extract[rawForceCurveData,{k,3}] 
contactPoint=piezoDistance[firstPoint]; 
vSnapTo=voltage[firstPoint]; 
q=((sK/10^6)/(- c));  
externalLoad[k_]:=(voltage[k]-vOffSet)*q  
deflection[k_]:= (externalLoad[k])/(sK/10^6) 
defSnapTo=(vSnapTo-vOffSet)*q/(sK/10^6) 
indentation[k_]:=distance[k]-(deflection[k]-defSnapTo)  
data=Table[{indentation[k],externalLoad[k]},{k,1,Length[rawForceCu rveData]}]; 
 
 Combination Model Analysis Data Import and Parsing 
 
«LinearAlgebra‘MatrixManipulation‘  
adData=Import["C:\chris\combo\admatstestapprox.slic.1.0.5.out","Table"];  
chenData=Import["C:\chris\combo\admatschenapprox.slic.1.0.5.out","Table"]; 
chenMat[k_]:=Table[Extract[chenData,{i,j}],{i,5*k-4,5*k},{j,1,5}]  
chenVector[k_]:=Table[Extract[chenData,{i,6}],{i,5*k-4,5*k}]  
chenSol[k_]:=LinearSolve[chenMat[k],chenVector[k]]  
adMat[k_]:=Table[Extract[adData,{i,j}],{i,5*k-4,5*k},{j,1,5}]  
adVector[k_]:=Table[Extract[adData,{i,6}],{i,5*k-4,5*k}] 
adSol[k_]:=LinearSolve[adMat[k],adVector[k]] 
 
 Approximation, Least-Squares and Estimation Table Construction 
 

po[a_,e_]:= (2*a*e)/(π*R)  
p1[a_,e_]:=- \R(, \F(2*γ*e,π*a))  
paperP1[a_,e_,d_]:= \F(2*a*(1+0.5),e*(1-0.25)*d)*p1[a,e]  

p[a_,e_]:=(\F(2,3)*po[a,e]+2*p1[a,e])*π*a\s\up5(2)δ[a_,e_]:=Abs[(\F(π*a,2*e))*(po[a,e]+2*p1[a,e])] 
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approxPair[k_,x_]:={\F(hH,x),paperP1[x,e,(Extract[data,{k,1}]+δ)],\F(2*x*(1+0.5),e*(1-
 0.25)*(Extract[data,{k,1}]+δ))*po[x,e],Extract[data,{k,1}]+δ,a,b,e,δ,p1[x]} 
deltaEquations[k_]:={δ[b,e]==δ+Extract[data,{k,1}],δ[a,e]==δ,p[b,e]==Extract[data,{k,2}],p[a,e]==Extrac
 t[data,{firstPoint,2}]}  
approxPairTable=Re[Prepend[Table[approxPair[k,b]/.FindRoot[deltaEquations[k],{{a,0.2},{b,0.5},{e,0.00

 01},{δ,0.01}},MaxIterations→1000],{k,firstPoint+1,500}],approxPair[500,a]/.FindRoot[deltaEqu

 ations[500],{{a,0.2},{b,0.5},{e,0.0001},{δ,0.01}},MaxIterations→1000]]]; 
locNum[k_]:=Mod[IntegerPart[\F(Round[100*Extract[approxPairTable,{k,1}]]/100- 0.1,0.01)+1],991] 

svdViewer[k_,t_]:=Map[MatrixForm,{u,w,v}=SingularValueDecomposition[adMat[k],Tolerance→10\s\up
 5(-t)]] 

chenSvdViewer[k_,t_]:=Map[MatrixForm,{u,w,v}=SingularValueDecomposition[chenMat[k],Tolerance→
 10\s\up5(-t)]] 

leastSquareSol[k_,λ_]:=Module[{u,w,v,kernal,vector},{u,w,v}=SingularValueDecompos ition[adMat[k]]; 
 kernal=PseudoInverse[adMat[k],Tolerance>10\s\up5(8)].adVector[k]: 

 vector=Table[Last[Extract[v,i]],{i,1,5}];kernal+λ*vector]  
chenLeastSquareSol[k_,λ_]:=Module[{u,w,v,kernal,vector},{u,w,v}=SingularValueDecomposition[chenM
 at[k]]; 
 kernal=PseudoInverse[chenMat[k],Tolerance->10\s\up5(-

 8)].chenVector[k];vector=Table[Last[Extract[v,i]],{i,1,5}];kernal+λ*vector] 
leastSquareSolTable[λ_]=Table[leastSquareSol[k,λ],{k,1,Length[adData]/5}]; 
chenLeastSquareSolTable[λ_]=Table[chenLeastSquareSol[k,λ],{k,1,Length[chenData]/5 }]; 
lambdaBeta[k_,λ_]:=Extract[leastSquareSolTable[λ],{k,1}]  
lambdaP[k_,λ_,i_]:=Extract[leastSquareSolTable[λ],{k,1+i}] 
chenLambdaBeta[k_,λ_]:=Extract[chenLeastSquareSolTable[λ],{k,1}]chenLambdaP[k_,λ_,i_]:=Extract[ch
enLeastSquareSolTable[λ],{k,1+i}] 
approxLambda[k_]:=Solve[lambdaP[locNum[k],λ,4]==- 2*Extract[approxPairTable,{k,2}],λ] 
chenApproxLambda[k_]:=Solve[chenLambdaP[locNum[k],λ,4]==-2*Extract[approxPairTable,{k,2}],λ] 
β[k_]:=lambdaBeta[locNum[k],λ]/.Flatten[approxLambda[k]]  
chenBeta[k_]:=chenLambdaBeta[locNum[k],λ]/.Flatten[chenApproxLa mbda[k]]  
p[k_,i_]:=lambdaP[locNum[k],λ,i]/.Flatten[approxLambda[k]] 
chenP[k_,i_]:=chenLambdaP[locNum[k],λ,i]/.Flatten[chenApproxLam bda[k]] 
chenTable=Table[Prepend[Table[chenP[k,i],{i,1,4}],chenBeta[k]],{k,1,Length[approxPai rTable]}]; 
 
 Recursion Intialization 
 
chenElastic[k_]:=Abs[(Extract[data,{k+firstPoint-1,2}]*(1+0.5))/((1-

 0.25)*π*Extract[approxPairTable,{k,4}]*(\R(,2*R*Extract[approxPairTable,{k,4}]*Extract[chen
 Table,{k,1}]))*(\F(Extract[chenTable,{k,5}],-2)+Sum[\F(Extract[chenTable,{k,i}],-2*(1+2*(i-
 1))),{i,2,4}]))] radius[k_]:=\R(,2*R*Extract[approxPairTable,{k,4}]*Extract[chenTable,{k,1}]) 
infoVector[k_]:={radius[k],Extract[approxPairTable,{k,4}],chenElastic[k],\F(-
 1,2)*(Extract[chenTable,{k,5}]+Sum[ \F(Extract[chenTable,{k,i}],(1+2*(i- 1))),{i,2,4}])} 
infoTable=Table[infoVector[k],{k,1,Length[chenTable]}]; 
loadTable=Table[Extract[data,{k+firstPoint-1,2}],{k,1,Length[approxPairTable]}]; 
deltaTable=Take[Mean[Map[Extract[#,8]&,approxPairTable]]+Map[Extract[#,1]&,data], -(Length[data]-
firstPoint+1)]; 
 
 Update Information 

 
updater[table_]:=Module[{hOverA,PoUpdate,locationTable,lambdaTable,updateChenTable,radiusTable,el
 asticTable,forceSumTable,updateInfoTable}, 
 hOverA=\F(hH,Map[Extract[#,1]&,table]); 
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 p0Update=MapThread[paperP1[#1,#2,#3]&,{Map[Extract[#,1]&,table],Map[Extract[#,3]&,table],
 Map[Extract[#,2]&,table]}]; 
locationTable=Map[Mod[IntegerPart[\F(Round[100*max[#,0.1]]/100- 0.1,0.01)+1.],992]&,hOverA]; 

lambdaTable=MapThread[Flatten[Solve[chenLambdaP[#1,λ,4]==-2*#2,λ]]&,{locationTable,p0Update}]; 
updateChenTable=MapThread[ReplaceAll[Prepend[Table[chenLambdaP[#1,λ,i],{i,1,4}],chenLambdaBeta
 [#1,λ]],#2]&,{locationTabl e,lambdaTable}]; 
radiusTable=MapThread[Re[ 
 \R(,2*R*Extract[#1,4]*Extract[#2,1])]&,{approxPairTable,updateChenTable}]; 

elasticTable=MapThread[Abs[ \F(-2*(1+0.5)*#4,(1- 0.25)*π*Extract[#2,4]*#1*(Extract[#3,5]+Sum[-
 \F(Extract[#3,i],(1+2*(i-
 1))),{i,2,4}]))]&,{radiusTable,approxPairTable,updateChenTable,loadTable}]; 
forceSumTable=MapThread[( \F(-1,2)*(Extract[#1,5]+Sum[ \F(Extract [#1,i],(1+2*(i-
 1))),{i,2,4}]))&,{updateChenTable}]; 
updateInfoTable=MapThread[{#1,Extract[#2,4],#3,#4}&,{radiusTable,approxPairTable,elasticTable,force
 SumTable}]] 
updaterData=NestList[updater,infoTable,7]; 
recursionElasticTable[j_,n_]:=Take[Map[Extract[#,3]&,Extract[update rData,j+1]],n]; 

ListPlot[recursionElasticTable[7,All],PlotRange→{0,0.0002}] 
  
 Approximate Elastic Constant Plot 
 
jkrElasticTable[n_]:=Take[Map[Extract[#,7]&,approxPairTable],n]; 

ListPlot[jkrElasticTable[All],PlotRange→{0,0.0002}] 
recursionJKRPercentChange[j_,n_]:=ListPlot[ \F(recursionElasticTable [j,n]-

jkrElasticTable[n],jkrElasticTable[n]),PlotRange→{-1,1}] 
recursionJKRPercentChange[2,All] 
recursionElasticConstant[j_,n_]:=Mean[recursionElasticTable[j,n]] 
recursionElasticConstant[3,- 150](*elasticconstantdeterminedbyrecursionmodelafterjsteps*) 
recursionElasticStDev[j_,n_]:=StandardDeviation[recursionElasticTable[j,n]] 
recursionElasticStDev[5,-150] 
jkrElasticConstant[n_]:=Mean[jkrElasticTable[n]] 
jkrElasticConstant[-150](*elasticconstantdeterminedbyJKRmodel*) 
jkrElasticStDev[n_]:=StandardDeviation[jkrElasticTable[n]] 
jkrElasticStDev[-150] 
recursionForcePairs[j_,n_]:=MapThread[{#2,( \F((1-

 0.25),(1+0.5))*π*recursionElasticConstant[j,n]*#2*Extract[#1,1]*Extract[#1,4])}&,{Extract[upda
 terData,j+1],deltaTable}] 
externalLoadPairs=MapThread[{#3,#2}&,{Extract[updaterData,1],load Table,deltaTable}]; 
jkrForcePairs[n_]:=MapThread[{#3,( \F((1-

 0.25),(1+0.5))*π*jkrElasticConstant[n]*#3*Extract[#2,6]*(Extract[#2,2]+ 
 \F(Extract[#2,3],3)))}&,{Extract[updaterData,1],approxPairTable,deltaTable}] 
«Graphics‘MultipleListPlot‘ 
MultipleListPlot[recursionForcePairs[7,-150],externalLoadPairs,jkrFor cePairs[-

 150],SymbolShape→{PlotSymbol[Triangle,0.01],PlotSymbol[Box,0.01],PlotSymbol[Star,0.01]},

 PlotJoined→{True,True,True},SymbolStyle→{Hue[1/3],Hue[2/3],Hue[3/3]},PlotStyle→{Hue[1/

 3],Hue[2/3],Hue[3/3]},ImageSize→7210,PlotRan ge→{-2*10\s\up5(-7),1.1*10\s\up5(-6)}] 
   
 Error Function Calculation 

 

u\s\do5(s)[α_,z_]:= \F((-(A+α*z*C)*\s\up5(-α*z)-(B+α*z*D)*\s\up5(α*z)),2*G) 
u\s\do5(n)[α_,z_]:= \F((-(A+(α*z+(3-4*ν))*C)*\s\up5(-α*z)+(B+(α*z-(3-4*ν))*D)*\s\up5(α*z)),2*G) 
σ\s\do5(n)[α_,z_]:=(A+(α*z+2-2*ν)*C)*\s\up5(-α*z)+(B+(α*z-2+2*ν)*D)*\s\up5(α*z) 
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σ\s\do5(s)[α_,z_]:=(A+(α*z+1-2*ν)*C)*\s\up5(-α*z)-(B+(α*z-1+2*ν)*D)*\s\up5(α*z)  
uTuMaker[α_,h_]:=Module[{tuEquations,tuSoln}, 
 tuEquations={u\s\do5(n)[α,-h]==0,σ\s\do5(s)[α,-h]==0,σ\s\do5(n)[α,h]==1,σ\s\do5(s)[α,h]==0}; 
 tuSoln=Flatten[Solve[tuEquations,{A,B,C,D}]];\F(-(Simplify[u\s\do5(n)[α,z]/.tuSoln/.z→h]),( 

 \F((-1+ν),G)))] 
uTu[α_,h_]=uTuMaker[α,h]; 
uHalfSpaceMaker[α_,h_]:=Module[{halfSpaceEquations,halfSpaceSoln},halfSpaceEquations={0==A,0==
 C,0==σ\s\do5(s)[α,h],1==σ\s\do5(n)[α,h]}; 
 halfSpaceSoln=Flatten[Solve[halfSpaceEquations,{A,B,C,D}]];\F(Simplify[u\s\do5(n)[α,z]/.halfS
 paceSoln/.z→h],( \F((1-ν),G)))] 
uHalfSpace[α_,h_]=uHalfSpaceMaker[α,h]; 
uResidueMakerTu[α_,h_]:=Module[{uTu,uHalfSpace},uTu=uTuMaker[α,h];uHalfSpace=uHalfSpaceMak
 er[α,h];uTu-uHalfSpace] 
uResidueTu[α_,h_]=uResidueMakerTu[α,h]; 
pBar[α_,i_]=Integrate[(1-x\s\up5(2))\s\up5(i-
 \F(1,2))*BesselJ[0,α*x]*x,{x,0,1},Assumptions→{α∈Reals,α≥0,i∈Integers,i≥0}]; 
pInt[r_,i_]=Integrate[pBar[α,i]*BesselJ[0,α*r],{α,0,∞},Assumptions→{r∈Reals,0≤r<1,I ∈Integers,i≥0}]; 
r1HalfInt[i_]:=Integrate[r*pInt[r,i],{r,0,1}] 
r3HalfInt[i_]:=Integrate[r\s\up5(3)*pInt[r,i],{r,0,1}] 
r1ijInt[i_,j_]:=Integrate[r*pInt[r,i]*pInt[r,j],{r,0,1}] 

displacement[h_,r_,i_,ν_]:=(1-
 ν)*(NIntegrate[uResidueTu[N[α,∞],N[h,∞]]*pBar[N[α,∞],i]*BesselJ[0,N[α,∞]*N[r,∞]],{α,0,5},
 WorkingPrecision→$MachinePrecision+100,MaxRecursion→20,PrecisionGoal→10]+NIntegrate[

 uResidueTu[N[α,∞],N[h,∞]]*pBar[N[α,∞],i]*BesselJ[0,N[α,∞]*N[r,∞]],{α,5,500},WorkingPreci

 sion→$MachinePrecision+100,MaxRecursion→20,PrecisionGoal→10]+pInt[r,i]) 
error[h_,r_,k_]:=1-
 Extract[chenTable,{k,1}]*r\s\up5(2)+\F(Extract[chenTable,{k,5}],2)*displacement[h,r,0,0.5]+Su
 m[ \F(Extract[chenTable,{k,i}],2)*displacement[h,r,i- 1,0.5],{i,2,4}] 
bead[r_,k_]:=1-Extract[chenTable,{k,1}]*r\s\up5(2) 
hOverA[k_]:= \F(hH,radius[k]) 
deformation[r_,k_]:=\F(-
 1,2)*(Extract[chenTable,{k,5}]*displacement[hOverA[k],r,0,0.5]+Sum[Extract[chenTable,{k,i}]*
 displacement[hOverA[k],r,i-1,0.5],{i,2,4}])  
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